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B6
Times are changing.

The

The
technology,

Time was when women had to remember to take two,

even three, B,, tablets every day. In between the meetings,

report writing and the travelling. Or the nappies, washing-up

and shopping.

At certain stressful times, correct dosage became even

more difficult, which somehow seemed to defeat the object of

the exercise.

They hadn't heard about Comploment® Br, Continus®

Tablets. The controlled-release form of

vitamin which gently releases the vitamin

into the system providing sufficient B (l

for a full day from a single tablet. L
Now Comploment B (l Tablets are

here, times have changed. Just one

tablet for the hard pressed woman
from her self-checking calendar

pack, instead of three times a day. * v

So, ifyou aren't already doing so, get abreast ofthe times,

especially as we're putting a major consumer and POS
advertising campaign behind Comploment B () Continus

Tablets, and offering you margins which will surprise you.

Stock Comploment B ( ,
Continus Tablets, now with GSL

status. The modern B,, treatment for the modem woman from

the modern pharmacist.

Complement*B6
fc. -L Continus* Tablets

ng-acting vitamin B6 supplement for women

Modem one-a-day calendar pack

m

Comploment B6 Continus Tablets
Controlled release technology- in a calendar pack

(napp)

Further information is available from:

Napp Laboratories Limited, The Science Park, Cambridge CB4 4GW
Member of NAPP Pharmaceutical Group.

«Comploment and Continus are Registered Trade Marls '"Napp Laboratones Limited 1985
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^HCOMMENTiHHH
So pharmacists are

to face a fresh

discount inquiry

% \\ and parallel

imports are to be on the menu.
Hardly surprising in view of the

continued interest in such goods

shown by some pharmacists,

certain wholesalers, and the

media. In other quarters, notably

the Pharmaceutical Society's

Council and dare we say it,

Chemist & Druggist, concern

has been expressed that

pharmacists should comply with

the law if they indulge in using

import medicines.

This week, and not for the

first time, PSNC chief executive

Alan Smith calls on industry to

put its house in order and erase

the price differentials for

individual brands on the UK
market, as well as those between

the UK and the EEC. He has a

point, but while the

Pharmaceutical Price

Regulation Scheme and some of

the prevailing EEC market

economies allow those

differences to survive, then

pharmacists, albeit trading

within the law, might reasonably

be expected to beat the system
— until they are called to

account by the Government. The
day of reckoning is now at hand,

and like Mr Smith and Mr
Ashwin Tanna (see p357) we
hope a mechanism can be found

to single out those who have

enjoyed their dubious profits,

and spare the blameless. It may
prove a forlorn hope.

An update of the PL(PI) list

that appeared in C&D on
January 25 is to be found on

p351. That hst, together with a

short addition last week (p318),

comprise the import licences

published in the London Gazette

up to February 7. The extra list

on p334 is necessitated by the

somewhat slow checking
procedure offered to C&D by the

DHSS for the lists of licences

submitted unilaterally by
manufacturers.

The DHSS says it is

precluded under the Medicines

Act from confirming the bona
fides of any licence encountered

in commerce by pharmacist

contractors. The onus is on the

pharmacist to check with the

supplier that he holds both a

PL(PI), and a wholesalers

dealers' or manufacturer's
licence.

C&Hs list is but another

piece in a complex jigsaw. Long-

term the community pharmacist

may gam little satisfaction from

completing the picture but this

week the penalities for failing to

do so are highlighted by Messrs

Smith and Tanna.

As so often before y\
the buck is likely to _J \

stop with the i

Exchequer. . .

Chemist & Druggist 22 February 1986
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PSNC looks at longer
compensation period
The Pharmaceutical Services

Negotiating Committee is to

investigate ways of extending
compensation payments for

pharmacists disadvantaged under
the new contract — options include

a self-funded trust similar to that set

up for Clothier...

Under the new contract as negotiated

last year, contractors dispensing less than

16,000 items a year would be able to opt

for compensation in the first two years after

implementation . A full year's NHS
remuneration (less drug costs, containers

and oxygen payments) would be paid to

contractors giving up in year one; in year

two the payment would be halved.

One criticism of the contract as

negotiated was that contractors who fall

below the 16,000 script level through no
fault of their own after the two years —

'Hotline aid for

contract blues
Pharmacists worried about the

implications of the new contract can
get advice on legal matters and
local support through a "hotline"

service being set up by PSNC.
Local pharmaceutical committees are

co-operating with the PSNC on the

service, which will be available to the 300,

at most, contractors PSNC believe will be
sufficiently disadvantaged to consider

closing and taking the compensation.

The hotline service will give advice on:

— disposal of stocks at a fair price;

— finding purchasers for fixtures/fittings;

— applications for compensation;
— the use of compensation cash for

amalgamation of pharmacies;

PI clowback
through Tariff?
The Government may use the

Prescription Pricing Authority to

recoup some of the £15m the NHS
allegedly loses each year through

parallel importing.

An extension of the present Drug Tariff

to include prices for imported drugs is also

if the doctors' surgery moves or if there is a

shift in population — would be unable to

claim compensation, and be "locked in" to

unsaleable businesses.

PSNC chief executive Alan Smith says

one suggestion for extended

compensation is an "insurance scheme"
funded by voluntary contributions from

LPCs, with the accumulated total

providing compensation payments.

"Contractors would contribute, but would
hope they never have to draw out," he
says. "We would want to match the DHSS
compensation scheme." What PSNC is

considering is establishing a register of

those pharmacies who are currently

entitled to compensation. These would not

be eligible for money from the "trust fund"

after this initial two year period.

The feasibility of any proposals will be
discussed at the full PSNC meeting on

March 11.

— disposal of lease/freeholds;

— regulations on staff redundancies and
helping staff to find appropriate

employment within the local

pharmaceutical services;

— monitoring of local services to identify

areas where pharmaceutical services are

lacking and where a pharmacy might be
relocated;

— keeping a record of area vacancies and

locums for pharmacists/managers.

In a letter to LPC secretaries in

England and Wales, PSNC secretary Steve

Axon draws attention to a statement made
at the LPC Conference in June by Ken
Sims (Dorset), who pointed to the need for

contractors to help their colleagues during

the initial stages of new contract

implementation (see p350 for Mr Sims'

views). Mr Axon asks LPCs to offer local

advice, with further detailed guidance on
offer from PSNC direct.

being considered. The DHSS feels that,

with the current computerisation of the

PPA, an extended Tariff provides the best

chance to keep track of discounts.

Ministers are planning to give more
details of the system for dealing with

parallel imports before Easter. But DHSS
advisers are still worried that any scheme
for recouping NHS cash "lost" through

parallel importing could fall foul of EEC
rules to stop discrimination against fellow

EEC members' exports.

Backdated fee

rise in Scotland
Scottish contractors are to get a
substantial rise in their dispensing

fees and a lump sum. to be paid
before the end of April, to cover pas
underpayments.

Payment for dispensing prescriptions I

to be increased by 8p per item. This will I

apply to all prescriptions except oxygen
;
i

and stock orders dispensed on or after

April 1, 1985, and will be achieved by
increasing the interim allowance from lp . I

to 9p. The increase comes as a direct resu n

of a remuneration survey held during

1984-85.

In practical terms this means that for |B

scripts dispensed in January and followim'

months the increase will be incorporated

in the normal payment schedule by the

Pricing Bureau.

Payment of the arrears from April-

December 1985 will be made as soon as

possible. The Pricing Bureau are workin

towards providing details of payments to

the Health Boards by mid-March. This

should enable payment of the arrears in aj

lump sum towards the end of March or thcj

beginning of April.

The payment of an extra 8p per

prescription takes into account projected

increases in costs to March 1987. Once
more detailed results from the survey are A
produced the intention is to re-examine 31

how closely the payments of fees and on- til

cost match those costs shown by the

survey. If necessary the balance between

fee and on-cost would be re-adjusted so aip

to reflect more closely individual costs.

"There could be some fine tuning nextii

year," Pharmaceutical General Council ji

secretary Colin Virden told C&D.

200 affected
The new contract will affect around
200 pharmacies in Scotland says the

Pharmaceutical General Council. 1

Of these, 50 are essential small

pharmacies, and of the remainder, the

PGC estimates 75 will be marginally

affected. The Council has written to these I S

pharmacies to see if they qualify as ESPs.
i
1

The Scottish Health Minister has

written to the PGC confirming his

commitment to the contract Bill.

"Representatives of the contractor

professions will be given an opportunity to!
j

comment on the main provisions before

the Bill is introduced though time will be

short," he says.

330 Chemist & Druggist 22 February 1986
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Discount inquiry

on extent of PI

The Pharmaceutical Services

Negotiating Committee has agreed
to co-operate with the Department
of Health on a discount inquiry. But

chief executive Alan Smith says he
would not agree to any increase in

the discount level being averaged
across the board.

The level of discount being offered and
the extent of parallel importing is cited as

one of the main reasons for looking at the

discount system. The inquiry will take in

the region of six to eight months.

But Mr Smith saw some problems in

applying the results to all pharmacists.

Many pharmacists do not indulge in

parallel importing on professional

grounds, he said, and the availability of

imports meant that pharmacists in some
areas of the country didn't have the

opportunity. The margins involved would
also make an averaging difficult,

especially when related to the average
profit made by pharmacists on their NHS
turnover — 4 per cent.

Following adverse reports in the Press,

PSNC has tried to put the whole parallel

importing question into perspective.

"Parallel imported products account for

certainly not more than 5 per cent of the

total drug bill (£l,500m), and we would
estimate 3 per cent," Mr Smith told a

national Press conference last Thursday.

Mr Smith said the Committee
unreservedly condemned the use of any
illegally imported products. He urged the

industry to stop complaining about illegal

products, to institute criminal proceedings
under the Medicines Act and to inform the

enforcing authorities.

The real answer to the pricing problem
lay firmly at the joint door of the

Department of Health and the

pharmaceutical industry, who had to work
out a sensible pricing structure.

PSNC met the Association of the

British Pharmaceutical Industry on
Monday. "They let us know their viewpoint

which we are considering," Mr Smith told

C&D. "The meeting was very constructive

and hopefully the forerunner of a closer

association between the industry and
ourselves."

ABPI spokesman Mr Peter Lumley said

that the ABPI had met with PSNC and
National Association of Pharmaceutical
Distributors separately. "We are unhappy
with the supply chain generally, and
particularly with parallel importing," he
said. "But our relationships with PSNC and
NAPD, are 'amicable'."

Chemist & Druggist 22 February 1986
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'It looks like our figures were right after all.

Each day's delay
costs £10,000
Each day's delay in implementing
the new contract is costing the

Government £10,000, says
Pharmaceutical Services

Negotiating Committee chief

executive Alan Smith.

He told a Press conference last

Thursday that the announcement of the

contract last May had led to a marked
increase in the number of pharmacy
registrations. "A lot of those pharmacies

were in areas of high costs where the NHS
is more than adequately served," he said.

Mr Smith estimated that the overall savings

to the NHS above the £4m already

calculated, would be £10m, possibly even
£20m, by preventing the opening of

pharmacies in well-served areas.

Negotiations between DHSS and PSNC on
how to spend the pharmacist's half of the

£4m immediate savings, would follow as

soon as possible after publication of the

Nuffield report.

Mr David Sharpe, PSNC chairman,

admitted that the resurrection of the

contract could well provoke another spate

of openings before implementation, still

set for October 1 . "Last September we
were told that 800 pharmacies were in the

pipeline, and 200 of them have opened,"
he said. He could only guess at the current

number of pending applications.

Dead stock loss

£ lAm in NI
The Pharmaceutical Contractors

Committee in Northern Ireland

claims the DHSS owes contractors

over £250.000 compensation for

post-blacklist dead stock.

Secretary Mr T.I.O'Bourke put in the

claim this week following a stock inquiry

which had an 80 per cent response from

contractors. The claims would be paid on

an individual basis, he says.

So far PCC has not received any

formal indication that contract limitation

will be introduced in the Province.

Unreliable data
There is no way to tell how many
patients die each year from the side

effects of anti-arthritic drugs, says
Health Minister Barney Hayhoe.

When Labour MP lack Ashley asked in

the Commons last week for an estimate of

such deaths Mr Hayhoe told him:

"Information on death attributed to

medicinal products is available from death

certificates, from reports on adverse

reactions and from professional reports

based on original research. However,
none of these sources provides data on
which to base the estimate requested.

"Death certificates are a poor indicator

as the cause of death is usually given as a

medical condition not the effects of the

medicine." The yellow card system does

not give an accurate picture either, says

Mr Hayhoe, because of under-reporting

by doctors and because they do not

necessarily indicate a causal relationship

between medicine and reaction.

Price Service
Fynnon bath salts and liquid (Nicholas

Kiwi) were shown as deleted lines in the

February 1 Price List Supplement. This

was an error and the products remain
available.

The following brands from Ciba Geigy
Agrochemicals will no longer be listed in

the Price List as they are only available

from veterinary surgeons: Atgard,

Demavet, Neoamfo, Ophthame, Panalog,

Quixalid, Vetalog and Vionate.

331



If there's one hot pro
it's the modern ele

There are few people better equipped to recognise

an attractive proposition than estate agents. So when
Fraser Wood, Mayo and Pinson, leading SOme modern stor

Walsall agents, made improvements to they-re now less i

their own habitat they went straight toj|

their Electricity Board.

ALL MOD CONS.

An up-to-date heating system was,

as ever, a first requirement. With up to

seventy customers visiting their showroom
each day, plus four partners and a staff of

storage heating offered that very solution, with a low !

capital cost, and swift, trouble-free installation.

AGE HEATERS ARE SO SLIM, LOW RUNNING COSTS.
han six inches in depth. Thanks largely to effective control}

which make full use of low-cost, nigh

twenty in the adjacent offices to keep warm, they needed
an effective and cost-efficient solution.

While other systems demanded lengthy pipe runs

and threatened significant structural alterations, electric

W^W ' rate electricity, the running costs have

turned out to be, in partner Rogei

Pinson's words, "remarkably low."

"We have an outside weather sensing

control which automatically decides hou

much heat should be stored. It's unbelievably

efficient" he beamed, "I didn't realise how controllable

these systems are!'

ATTRACTIVE ASPECT.

The new materials that make modern electric storage



veyons& estate ager

waters so effective allow them to be built much slimmer
ome are less than 6 inches in depth), so they blend

ito modern commercial premises as unobtrusively as

ley do in modern homes.

"They really look quite pleasant" added Roger
inson,"I won't have anything else in future!'And on that

e are pleased to say, he is sold.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
All the benefits ofmodern electric storage heaters

"e equally applicable to domestic use. Which is ofcourse

3od news for the public as well as businessmen.

If you're in the market for an up-to-date

ating system for your premises, cut out the

3upon or phone Freefone BuildElectric andi ^lii/ilijiv

;e what we've got on our books. a \\ \\w\i link

Please send me more information on energy-

efficient electric heating. Post to: Electricity

Publications, PO Box 2, Feltham, Middlesex

TW14 OTG.

Name_

Dimplex^
Creda

Position

Company/Address-

Post Code_ -Tel.

C21F?

L The Electricity Council, England and Wale J



BRM to discuss

anti-PI motions
Pharmacists who supply parallel

imports on prescriptions should be
referred to the Statutory Committee,

believes the Pharmaceutical

Society's Halifax Branch.

The branch is to propose a motion at

the Branch Representatives Meeting on

May 15 saying that, "as the supply of

parallel imports on prescriptions is

deplorable and unethical, Council should

be urged to refer to the Committee

instances which it regards as blatant bad

practice." The branch maintains it is a

breach of the Code of Ethics to supply an

imported product with a different name or

excipients from the UK equivalent.

In another motion, Halifax Branch

wants the Council to set up a register of

pharmacy owners who sign a declaration

not to supply parallel imports on NHS

New pay deal
with contract?
No change in pharmacists'

remuneration is likely until the new
contract is introduced on or before

October 1 , Pharmaceutical Services

Negotiating Committee chief

executive Alan Smith told C&D this

week.
Because of the failure to resolve the

issues of profit, notional salary, and

operating and labour costs, the current

rate will continue until October 1, said Mr
Smith.

"We can then do the fine tuning on the

contract, which will have to be done in any

prescription. "The Council should seek

urgent meetings with the Department of

Health and Pharmaceutical Services

Negotiating Committee to ensure that such

pharmacies are excluded from future

discount clawbacks," the motion states.

Somerset Branch is to propose a motion

deploring the Government's policy of

allowing PL(PI)s to be used as a device to

reduce NHS drug costs.

Other motions to be put to the meeting

include: that the supply of medicines by

dispensing doctors should be subject to a

drug testing scheme; that applications for

registration of pharmacies should be

published, to give advance warning of

potential leapfroggers; that the Society

should instigate compulsory re-training

before allowing members back on to the

Register after not practising for some time;

that the Society should seek a change in

the law to require all prescriptions to

include adequate dosage instructions; and

that Council should work to ban television

advertising of pharmacy medicines.

event to reflect changes since the last

review. Another 344 pharmacies have

opened over the year and could

potentially increase the number which

could be disadvantaged.

"We have also got to make adjustments

for the 4 per cent forecast increase in

script numbers, and we cannot do that

until we have a figure for the left hand side

of the balance sheet," he said.

There was no intention to alter the cut

off level for prescriptions under the new
contract, but the fee would be adjusted

either side of it, said Mr Smith.

The Department of Health had offered

a 4.5 per cent increase to cover labour

costs, he revealed, which the PSNC found

unacceptable. The profit formula and

notional salary are being looked at by the

Pharmacists Review Panel.

Continuing
education ideas
The Pharmaceutical Society should

establish an education department

whose first task would be a
programme of continuing education

for community pharmacists, says a

report on the post-graduate

education of pharmacists.

The report is the result of a study

initiated in July 1980 by the Department of

Health and PSGB who were both

concerned at the "low level of interest"

shown in continuing education by

|
pharmacists in the UK. It is estimated that

334

only 10 per cent of the practising members

attend courses and meetings to keep

ahead of recent developments. The

project was carried out by the Department

of Education at Glasgow University and

2,000 pharmacists were interviewed

during the five-year period. Other

techniques were used to identify 70

"competencies" required by the

community pharmacist which should form

the basis for a programme.

The report also recommends that:-

continuing education should concentrate

on clinical pharmacy and management

and administration skills. Mandatory

continuing education is not recommended
in the UK. The Society's post-graduate

education committee will consider the

report.

PL(PI) list

updating
This week C&D is publishing a
further update of the list of products

for which a parallel import product

licence has been issued by the

Department of Health and
published in the London Gazette

(p351).

The list will be updated as often as the
,

I

DHSS publishes further PL(PI)s in the

Gazette. However, because some
companies say the Gazette lists are not up I

to date, and the DHSS has not yet verified I

all the lists sent for checking by C&D, we
j

1

ask manufacturers to send in photocopies
j)

of PL(PI) licences received from the

Licensing Authority to speed our checking

process. On receipt we will publish an

update based on the licence documents

submitted..

The Whitworth Pharmaceuticals list
|

that follows is based on such

documentation.

Whitworth Pharmaceuticals

PL/4423/0002 Adalat lOmg Nifedipine lOmg

capsules

PL/4423/0032 Daktacort cream Miconazole nitrate 2% w/w,

15g or 30g hydrocortisone 1% w/w

PL/4423/0020 Lederfen capsule Fenbufen 300mg

PL/4423/0029 Moducren tablet Timolol maleate lOmg,

amiloride monochlorhydrate

anhydrous 2.84mg( = 2.5mg),

hydrochlorothiazide 25mg

PL/4423/0030 Zyloric tablets Allopurinol lOOmg

All products itemised by Global

Pharmaceuticals on the lists sent to C&D
have been gazetted the DHSS says, but a

cross check suggests Moducren, PL(PI)

0576/0022 may have been omitted.

The DHSS says it has not Gazetted the

following products licensed to Alan

Pharmaceuticals: Aldomet 250mg PI(PL)

5401/0001; Bolvidon 30mg, 5401/0064;

Capoten 25mg 5401/0002; Corgard 80mg,

5401/0042, andTenoretic, 5401/0051.

Animal tests
Provisions in the Animals (Scientific

Procedures) Bill will help to ensure

that progress continues to be made
towards eliminating the use of

animals in "lethal dose" tests for

new medicines. Mr Douglas Hurd,

the Home Secretary, assured the

Commons on Monday.
He joined with Dr Maurice Miller (Lab)

in welcoming the modifications already

made to the LD 50 toxicity test and said the

product licensing system proposed by the

Bill would help to secure that, wherever

possible, alternative methods would be

used.

Chemist & Druggist 22 February 1986



news™ htopical reflections™
by Xrayser

fldalat on the

loose

'hieves have stolen part batches of

Idalat 5 and lOmg capsules from

(oyer's warehouse at Brownbars,

'londalkin, in co Dublin, Eire.

The company is advising pharmacists

bat if they are offered Adalat from an

.nusual source they should check its

rigins carefully, and inform Bayer and the

uthonties if a satisfactory response is not

eceived.

The batch numbers of the stolen

laterial are as follows: RB 932, RB931,

'U491, RBI 32.

Premises down
37 in January
'he number of premises on the

'harmaceutical Society's Register

ell by 37 in January to 1 1 ,399.

Interestingly among the "closures"

rare a number of premises registered last

September, during the first "rush" before

be new contract was due to be
mplemented. However, January regularly

ees a loss, as businesses close after

Christmas.

In England (excluding London) there

/ere ten openings and 44 closures; a net

dss of 34. Scotland and Wales saw no
iverall change; Scotland had three

ipenmgs and three closures; Wales two.

n London there were three openings and
ix closures.

Drigin unknown
mported drugs should be clearly

libelled to show their country of

rigin, an MP is demanding.
"Pharmacists need to know where

lese drugs were made so they can be sure

ley are as good as the British made
quivalent," says Labour MP Laurie Pavitt.

iut when he asked Health Minister,

iamey Hayhoe, in the Commons this week
3 enforce country-of -origin labelling he
'as told it was "not considered

ecessary".

Mr Hayhoe added for any medicinal
roduct, including a generic product, to

e marketed in the UK, the Department of

lealth, as the licencing authority, had to

e satisfied that the product was safe,

fficacious and of good quality. This

5quirement applied irrespective of the

ountry of origin.

hemist & Druggist 22 February 1986

Nobbled?
You could not help but notice the headline

which told us Ashwin Tanna had
apologised to his fellow members of

Council for pursuing his single-handed

campaign against unlicensed imports in

public, without consulting them or the

advisory officials employed by Society.

The process of education is a continuing

one. Mr Tanna, as a member of PSGB, has

learned a fact little realised by a good
many who, for reasons of varying validity,

have sought to affect matters by getting on

Council. It appears he no longer has the

freedom to do what he likes in pursuing his

ideas, because now they may be taken to

represent those of the Council.

Is this why so many potential reformers

go quiet once in office? Mr Tanna sounds

like a decent man to me, and I can

understand him making apologies to his

colleagues when the implications of what

he was doing were pointed out. But, for my
part, I can't see what harm it could

possibly do the Society to have him
continuing to publicise his views, aiming

as directly as he can to effect changes

which many of us think long overdue. It is

possible it might produce some stormy

interviews and hurt feelings. So what? So

long as what he says make sense, and he

makes it clear he intends to argue his case

within Lambeth chambers and, defined as

his own personal views, in whatever

medium he feels will give him the best

forum. The Society's advisory staff ought to

help the individual member of Council

present his case even better than he could

on his own. I thought the idea of getting

onto Council was to strengthen his

position, not to have it muted.

Stand on your

head?
In Letters last week Alan Nathan

announced he had resigned from the BPA
so he could stand for election to Council.

I've no objection to anyone with ideas

having a go, although he mustn't expect

me to vote for him, despite his hasty and
anxious efforts to disassociate himself from

BPA's latest publicity. But don't you think it

a curious inversion of his own logic for him
to be telling us how he now finds (surprise,

surprise) that the PSGB, PSNC and
NPA. . "these three bodies govern and run

the profession of pharmacy. ..and ...some

of the members of one are also members of

the others!" He proposes, as a matter of

urgency, to have the various constitutions

amended to make this dual or triple

membership impossible in future.

Because of his belief in this principle,

he tells us he is resigning from
chairmanship of BPA, so that no one could
accuse him of trying to grind two axes at

once, although he is at pains to tells us he
will still, of course, uphold the principles

(whatever they are) of the BPA.
Funny? Hilarious! I thought the BPA

sought to represent all pharmacists, in all

spheres of activity, including negotiation

with the DHSS, le to become in one body,

all things to all men. Effectively to

supercede all those effete, prejudiced
bodies which, although with less success

than we might like, have been our
democratically elected representatives for

many years. Mr Nathan is far too late. The
revolution has already happened. The
result of years of solid work, education in

the realities of power and the means of

using it. Success so far as the contract is

concerned. And I believe when the

Nuffield report is finally published we shall

achieve a considerable improvement in the

standing of pharmacy.

What I want to see next is the contract

being placed with the pharmacist in

charge of any individual pharmacy, which
would lead eventually to a far healthier

situation than under the present system.

Truth with

clarity

David Sharpe — another man under
attack, although one infinitely more used
to it, and able to counter with style. The
latest attack from the so-called

Professiona] Eye (a paper beautifully

satirised last week by Alan Castell) was so

awful as to be beyond credence at any
level. But to be more positive, let us dollop

out a bit of praise for D. Sharpe's masterly

explanation of the new contract on the

radio the other morning. Not a word
wasted. The truth with clarity.

Over the moon!
Hooray! I'm over the moon! Thrilled to

bits! Have you seen that Stuart

Pharmaceuticals are to market, in addition

to their 28-day pack, a complete set of

30-day packs of the Tenormin family? They
justify this by claiming about 40 per cent of

scripts cannot be met without doing a

scissor job on the existing foil strips. This is

absolute nonsense. The DHSS has

specifically given us the authority to

amend such scripts to conform with the

pack sizes available. And, in my
experience, there are few occasions when
we have to do so. What a pain!
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4Agfa

WE REABOUTTO LIFT

YOUR PROCESSING SALES
TOANALLTIME HIGH!

Agfa's biggest ever promotion for photofinishing is

already winning new friends and boosting sales all over the country

Little wonder the word is - Everyone's a winner with Agfa.'

PHOTOFINISHERS
If you re on board this great

1

business building Agfa
Promotion you'll be our guest at a VI P
day at Cheltenham Plus you'll have the
chance to own Agfa Special, our
thoroughbred racehorse and be our
King for a Day'

CHEMISTS AND
PHOTOSHOPS

fWlNil If one of your customers
L. * wins our Name that Shot'

Worldwide Phototour competition, then
you'll win too - a luxurious fortnight for

two in the sun-baked Seychelles.

CONSUMERS
The more films they have
processed the more chances

they have to win big prizes and enjoy the
spending power of their BIG BONUS
VOUCHERS!

They'll be back time and time
again for Agfa Processing!

CUT YOURSELF A
F THE AGFA ACTION!

I'd like to be part of this great Agfa business-building

promotion. Please rush me full details and the name
of my nearest Agfa wholesale photofinisher.

1

_POSTCODE_

The Professional Division, Agfa Gevaert Limited,

27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX
Telephone: 01-560 2131 J



"Photofinishing sales

for 1986 are already

heading for an all time
high."

All the indications point

to a bumper year for tourism

too. A sure sign that the

demand for photofinishing

is going to be huge.

At Agfa we're

confidently predicting a

bigger than ever share of

this buoyant market.

THE TIME IS RIGHT
AND WE RE ALL SET TO
GO WITH THE BIGGEST
AGFA PROMOTION FOR
PHOTOFINISHING EVER
SEEN IN THE UK.

THE AGFA
EVERYONE'S
A WINNER'
PROMOTION

March17th is launch

date and the promotion

runs for a full 28 weeks,

right up until the end of

September.

1st PRIZE

WORLDWIDE
PHOTOTOUR
FOR A FAMILY
OF FOUR

Spearheading this

great consumer promotion
is the Agfa NAME
THAT SHOT
Competition. By
simply identifying

famous places

around the world
and completing a tie

breaker they're in

with a chance to win
a fabulous trip

round the world.

£l,000's

MORE TO BE
WON IN OUR
SUPPORTING
COMPETITIONS

Everyone will have the

opportunity to enter at least

three of our supporting

competitions too.

THE MORE FILMS THEY
HAVE PROCESSED THE
MORE CHANCES THEY
HAVE TO ENTER THE
COMPETITIONS AND BE
AMONGST THE WINNERS.

PLUS

FREE BIG BONUS VOUCHERS to spend on

VOUCHERS
In this promotion

everyone wins! Everyone

holidays, travel and much,
much more, everytime their

prints come back on Agfa

paper.

A2 POSTER IN FULL COLOUR

Everyone's a winner with

AGFA^
. . . neversettle forless !

HISTORIC FLEET

STREET
CONSUMER
LAUNCH

To launch this great

Agfa Promotion we'll be
running full colour

advertisements in TODAY'
- the new colour national

newspaper that's making
Fleet Street history.

TRAFFIC
BUILDING
POINT-OF-SALE
SUPPORT

Our A2 window posters

and A4 vinyl door

stickers are packed
full of promotional

punch.

FULL COLOUR VINYL
DOOR STICKER

The message is clear

"GO FOR
AGFA AND
YOU'RE
ON TOA
WINNER!"

COMPETITION LEAFLET BIG BONUS VOUCHERS

MAKE SURE YOU'RE ON BOARD THIS BIG
BUSINESS
BUILDING
PROMOTION AGFA

. . .neversettle forless F



Forthe facts

on Feldene,
piroxicam *Trade mark J

areyou
reading
the right
paper?
Information relating to any drug is best derived from

those who know most about it, in other words the experts

... the rheumatologists ... the clinical trialists . . . and other

practising clinicians.

The Feldene database is a record of patients who have
taken Feldene in clinical trials. At present the number of

patients involved is over 109,000. Continuous monitoring

ensures that all information in the database is accurate and
up to date. It is available to you at any time.

Feldene.Continue dispensingwith confidence.

For further facts or any other information on Feldene, please write to the

Medical Information Department, Pfizer Ltd., Sandwich, Kent or phone (0304) 616161.

Prescribing Information: Indications: Feldene is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent indicated for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, acute gout, acute musculoskel

disorders. Contra-indications: Active peptic ulceration or a history of recurrent ulceration. Hypersensitivity to Feldene. Patients in whom aspirin or other non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs induce sympton

asthma, rhinitis or urticaria. Warnings: The safety of Feldene during pregnancy and lactation has not yet been established. Dosage recommendations and indications for use in children have not yet been establisl

Side Effects: Feldene is generally well tolerated. Gastro- intestinal symptoms are the most common; if peptic ulceration or gastro intestinal bleeding occurs Feldene should be withdrawn. As with other non-stero

anti inflammatory agents, oedema, mainly ankle oedema, has been reported in a small percentage of patients; the possibility of precipitation of congestive cardiac failure in elderly patients or those with compron

cardiac function should therefore be borne in mind. Various skin rashes have been reported. Dosage: In rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, ankylosing spondylitis - 20mg as single daily dose; the maionty of pad

be maintained on 20mg daily. Feldene may be taken with food. In acute gout, start with a single dose of 40mg followed on the next 4-6 days with 40mg daily in single or divided doses. Feldene is not indicated foi

lerm management of gout. In acute musculoskeletal disorders, start with a loading dose of 40mg daily in single or divided doses for the first 2 days. For the remainder of the 7 to 14 day treatment period the dose

be reduced to 20mg daily. Feldene suppositories: recommended dose 20mg once daily. Basic N.H.S. Cost: Capsules lOmg coded FEL 10, pack of 60 £9.00 (PL0057/0145) and capsules 20mg coded FEL 20, p

30 £9.00 (PL0057/0146) ; dispersible tablets lOmg coded FEL 10, pack of 60 £9.90 (PL0057/0240) ; dispersible tablets 20mg coded FEL 20, pack of 30 £9.90 (PL0057/0242) ;
suppositories 20mg, pack of 10 £'

(PL0057/0219). Full information on request.



COUNTERPOINTS

Uncore for

lecital with
Performance
Oreal are relaunching Recital as Recital

srformance, a shampoo-in permanent

)lourant which colours and conditions.

There are twenty-two shades —
eluding two new colours — ranging

om deep plums to russet and gold. The
10 new shades are champagne and
anila. Champagne is a "soft, golden

onde," for mousey hair and mid-brown

isic shade. Manila is a dark brown which

corporates gold tones to give a dark

onze effect. It is designed for dark

lades of hair.

Newly designed display material has

een created in line with repackaging in

.ossy bronze packs with gold blocking

id new visuals.

The company has signed Texan model
Try Hall as the product's spokeswoman
id she will be appearing in a 30-second

levision commercial to be shown from

ebruary 21 . The national campaign will

m through March and majors on the

Dlounng and conditioning properties of

le product. It will be supported by a Press

ampaign in leading women's glossy

lagazines, giving a total advertising

send of around £lm, say L 'Oreal, 30
'ensmgton Church Street, London W8.

iat trick push
hesebrough-Pond's are backing their

tin care products with three promotions

inning between March and August.

Coupons on the 125g, 225g and 425g
irs of Vaseline petroleum jelly will let

ustomers claim 25p off any one of five

nes in the Gentle Touch "regime" skm
are range from March. The lines are

eep cleansing lotion, freshener, light

loistunsmg lotion, foaming face wash and
free eye make-up remover.

In March and April these lines will also

arry a "33 per cent extra" offer. And in

hemist & Druggist 22 February 1986

July and August the same products will

have on-pack coupons allowing

consumers 20p off their next purchase of a

150ml Gentle Touch bottle (normally

around £1.55 rsp). Chesebrough-Pond's

Ltd, PO Box 242, Consort House, Victoria

Street, Windsor, Berks SL4 1EX.

Now you Cie it,..

Shulton GB have announced the

discontinuation of Cie womens fragrance

range. Managing director Nick Cohn
explained that despite a series of price

promotions for 1985 the brand had not

responded in a way which justified long

term investment.

Shulton have been showing visible

success on their male mass market

fragrances and toiletry brands, and have

decided to concentrate their efforts behind

this sector for 1986. Shulton (GB) Ltd,

Shulton House, Alexandra Court,

Wokingham, Berks RG11 2SN.

Mandate push
Shulton are running a money-off

promotion on all Mandate deodorant

variants throughout March and April.

All the deodorants have a saving of

45p. The products are displayed in a 24

unit merchandiser with showcard. Shulton

(GB) Ltd, Shulton House, Alexandra

Court, Wokingham, Berks.

All Clear for

Press campaign
A £600,000 Press and poster campaign
based on the theme "You can't beat All

Clear for beating dandruff" has been
launched by Elida for their All Clear anti-

dandruff shampoo.

Half-page advertisements featuring a

silhouette of a teenage boy are currently

appearing in 77ie Sun and News of the

World with full pages in the TV Times. For

five weeks from February 24 and again

during May, 2,500 4-sheet poster sites will

carry the All Clear message.

A second burst of press advertising will

break in June. Elida Gibbs Ltd, PO Box
1DY, Portman Sguare, London
W1A 1DY.

Life support
Linden Voss extended life anti-perspirant

is to be supported with a sales promotion.

Incentives will be given to retailers

ordering during the eight week period

from March 3 to May 1 . De Witt

representatives should be contacted for

further details. In addition the product will

be supported by advertising and
promotional offers in the women's Press.

Distributed by: De Witt International Ltd,

Seymour Road, London E10 7LX.

WHAT'S - NEW - ON - THE - HORIZON?

U V I STAT
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SUNCARE
JVISTAI

Such is Uvistat's reputation for protection

that it is already the No. 2 selling brand in

independent pharmacies. With virtually one

product! The broad appeal of the new range

can only give fresh impetus to sales.

NEW • PRODUCTS-
ADDITIONAL • SALES

Uvistat Sun Screen (SPF 10) has a new,

improved formulation. But the bulk of

additional sales will come from the two new

preparations. Uvistat Sun Cream (SPF 4)

encourages a deep tan. Uvistat Aqua

(SPF 10) remains water-resistant in the sea.

Even the most ardent sun-worshipper

or water baby wants to avoid sunburn. Now
that the leading name in protection caters

for their needs they will be turning to Uvistat

this summer.

DOUBLE THE ADVERTISING
SPF numbers help identify the different

products - so does the advertising. Each

product has its own advertisement drama-

tising the particular benefit within the

range. More insertions in more magazines

-

a highly distinctive campaign created to

attract new users to the brand.

THE - FORECAST - FOR - PROFITS
HAS • NEVER • BEEN • BRIGHTER
New products, new business, more

advertising and POS support. Get the details

from your representative when he calls,

or contact the Uvistat distributor, David

Anthony Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Edwards Lane,

Speke, Liverpool L24 9E4.Tel: 051 486 7117.

For maximum profits - stock the full range:

Uvistat Sun Screen (SPF 10) 50g.

Uvistat Sun Screen (SPF 10) 100g.

Uvistat Sun Cream (SPF 4) 50g.

Uvistat Sun Cream (SPF 4) 100g.

Uvistat Aqua (SPF 10) 85g.

Uvistat-

L

(SPF 5) 5g-

Uvicool After Sun Lotion 125g.

WE'RE AFTER • THE
NUMBER-ONE S POT

W WINDSOR PHARMACEUTICALS LTD



COUNTERPOINTS

Seven Seas
natural
remedy
Seven Seas Health Care are supporting

their launch of a range of herbal products

with a £200,000 Press campaign.

The campaign consists of full-page

colour advertisements in national women's
interest magazines, such as Woman's
Own, Woman's Realm, Cosmopolitan,

Good Housekeeping, Family Circle,

Living and Woman's World.

The range consists of six remedies,

each holding a product licence of right

and feverfew tablets. One feature of the

range which Seven Seas feel will prove

acceptable to the pharmacist is the use of

natural rkmkimks

Jin tn mi —
j
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standardised extracts. The company sees

this as a breakthrough in the manufacture

of herbal remedies in this country, and
feels that it will improve the quality control

of this type of product.

A prepacked counter display unit is

available from major wholesalers or direct

from the Seven Seas sales force. It

contains free leaflets on herbal remedies

and the range. Seven Seas Health Care
Ltd, Marfleet, Kingston-upon -Hull, North

Humberside HU9 5NJ.

Perfume push
Vanderbilt fragrance is to be supported by

a £230,000 advertising campaign for

Mother's Day and Easter.

The television commercial featuring

the Vanderbilt swan will be seen nationally

from February 26 to March 8 in a high

frequency campaign.

In addition a sample phial will be

cover-mounted on the March issue of

Woman's Journal. Parfums Vanderbilt, 30
Kensington Church Street, London W8
4HA.

Aapri on trial

A trial size promotional offer is being

launched by Aapri this month to run until

May.
Consumers will have the opportunity to

try any Aapri product, at 79p each. The

trial size packs come in the following sizes

— Aapri facial scrub (16ml), moisturising

lotion (30ml), moisturising cream (15ml)

and washcream (30ml). Gillette UK Ltd,

Great West Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

Harpic harp on
for Autumn
Harpic Freshmatic is the subject of a

national television advertising and poster

campaign, which runs through March and

April. £2m has been allotted to the

television advertising — a modified

version of the commercial screened last

year m April/May. In March, 4-sheet

poster advertising will be used on Ad-shel

and other sites based near superstores in

London, Anglia and the South. The poster

campaign will feature Chad, the little boy

from the commercial, and his teddy bear

standing by a loo which is "Harpic clean,

Harpic fresh". Reckitt Products, Reckitt

House, Stoneferry Road, HullHU88DD.

New loo look
Secto will be advertising their new-look

Astral Nice V Fresh toilet air freshener

aerosol (retail price £1.34) in the national

Press from mid-April to mid-May.

The adverts in the Sunday Express will

emphasise the aerosol's new trigger lever

which releases a metered amount of

lavender cologne as required. Secto Co
Ltd, Carlinghurst Road, Blackburn,

Lanes.

£2m from out of

the Blue
Gillette will support their Blue II

disposable razor with a £2m promotional

and advertising campaign in 1986. A
£1 .5m television campaign will be seen in

several bursts throughout the year, with

two commercials — "Jet ski" and "Disco."

The Gillette Blue II video show will further

promote the product through the cinema,

Gillette UKLtd, Great West Road,

Isleworth, Middlesex.

Intensive launch
The latest introduction from Stuart Edgar

is Pampered intensive care hand lotion

(250ml, £0.49). Designed for dry, sensitive

skin, the lotion has been formulated for

regular use and has a fresh daffodil scent.

Stuart Edgar Ltd, Etherstone Mill,

Warrington Road, Blazebury,

Warrington.

Tablets too!
Lactaid, the preparation of lactose said to

be of help to those who are lactose

intolerant, is now available in tablet form

(12 £3.22, 100 £14.49). Users take one

tablet with each meal enabling the

digestion of lactose in the diet. Myplan

Ltd, Old Birchen, Castle Frome, Ledbury,

Herefordshire HR8 1HG.

De Witt International Ltd have been

appointed the exclusive distributor in the

UK for Fade-Out skin lightening cream.

All orders and enquiries should be

directed to: De Witt International Ltd,

Seymour Road, Leyton, London E10 7LX

.

Cow & Gate TV
comeback
For the first time in seven years Cow &
Gate are advertising their babymeals on

television. The campaign breaks on

February 24 in the London area and runs

until April.

Press advertising achieved success last

year, resulting in brand leadership in

chemists and a trebling of sales through

grocers. The new television campaign

aims to support current magazine

advertising. Over 30 per cent of the

company's babymeals go through the

South East area. Cow& Gate Ltd,

Cow& Gate House, Trowbridge,

WiltsBAM 8YX.
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COUNTERPOINTS

Shulton Spice

up the range
Shulton are introducing Old Spice Fresh

.cent stick in a red oval pack and

aunching similar packaging lor their Old

Spice stick deodorant. The new

oresentations make for easier application,

;ays the company, and the Fresh scent

/ariety is for those who prefer a lighter

ragrance.

The stick deodorants will retail at £1.59

75g size), with a special introductory

orice of £1.39 during the eight week

:aunch period from April 28 when the

Droduct becomes available. Shulton say

hey will maintain a full retailer margin of

35 per cent on both standard and

Dromotional packs, and the launch will be

supported by a £750,000 national

elevision commercial running over two

nonths in the Summer. Shulton (Great

Britain) Ltd, Shulton House, Alexandra

hurt, Wokingham, Berks RG112SN.

Bayer's diabetic

Easter
3ayer (UK) will have a bonus offer of 13 as

12 on Sionon diabetic chocolates over the

Easter period. A national advertising

campaign with a spend of £150,000 will

oreak in March in selected nationals and

he women's consumer Press. The offer is

available via mail order or from

representatives. It applies to transfer

orders via wholesalers only and runs from

February 10 to March 20. Bayer UKLtd,

Consumer Products Division, Bayer

House, Newbury, Berks.

Push to Limmits
Bayer UK are supporting the Limmits

range with a consumer promotion — a

biscuit container for fifty pence plus two

proofs of purchase. It has been designed
to hold Limmits cream biscuits.

The offer will be available nationally

while stocks last. Customers will be
informed of the offer via regional

newspapers, with a further boost to the

promotion coming in the Spring via

promotional leaflets distributed during

sampling sessions in selected chemist

retail outlets. Bayer UK Ltd, Consumer
Products Division, Bayer House,

Newbury, Berks.

A new counter display unit for Cream E45

is available from the Crookes sales force

for the next two months. The unit is pre-

packed with 12, 50g and six 125g tubes. In

addition, information leaflets, "Help and

advice for dry skin conditions," are

included. The company claims that Cream
E45 is now the fastest growing brand on the

market, and is currently worth around £4m
rsp. Crookes Products Ltd, PO Box 94, 1

Thane Road West, Nottingham NG2 3AA

Almay line up
A new line being added to the Almay
colour cosmetics stable is lip liners

(£1.85). Available in camellia and peony,

the shades co-ordinate with Almay 's

Hothouse colour statement for Spring.

Almay (London, New York), 225 Bath

Road, Slough, Berks SL1 4AU.

New formula for

Optrex
Optrex have announced their first major

activity for 1986 — the introduction of new
formula lotion, which was granted a full

product licence by DHSS last year.

Optrex lotion has been reformulated

and now contains a more effective

preservative system which provides even

greater protection against bacteria, says

the company. The lotion will be phased

into distribution from February as current

stocks are exhausted. Optrex are also

supplying a new blue boilable eye bath,

which can be sterilized between usage.

Optrex Ltd, PO Box 94, Nottingham NG2
3AA.

Frieda's search
Looking for chemist distribution is a

premium priced haircare range which

takes the name of the London hairdresser

John Frieda. The product line-up which

has been available to department stores

since November, comprises shampoo
(125ml, £2.25; 250ml, £3.50), conditioner

(125ml, £2.25; 250ml, £3.50), hair mousse

(200ml, £3.25) and hair wax (£3.75). The

shampoos consist of three formulations

similar to the sun preparation factor system

— 1,3 and 5 — ranging from 1 for oily hair

to 5 for dry hair. John Frieda, 75New
Cavendish Street, London Wl

.

LSR baby products have appointed

Haydock Agencies exclusive distributors

of the Pur babies' feeding bottles, teats and

soothers in Northern Ireland. And May &
Baker have also appointed Haydock to

distribute their range of pharmacy only

consumer products Haydock Agencies
Ltd, 31 Ballynahinch Road, CarryduH,

Belfast BT8 8EJ.

ON TV
NEXT WEEK

GTV Grampian U Ulster STV Scotland

B Border G Granada (central)

C Central A Anglia Y Yorkshire

CTV Channel Islands TSW South West HTV Wales & West

LWT London Weekend TTV Thames Televisi >n TVS South

C4ChanneU BlTV-am TT TyneTees

Altacite Plus: C,A,HTV
Askit powders: STV
Aspro Clear: STV
Benylin Expectorant : All a reas

Paediatric: Y,C
Cidal: C4,(TTV,C,G)

Cow & Gate babymeals: C4,(TTV)

Crookes Strepsils: All areas except CTV,Bt

Cussons Imperial Leather: All areas

Cymalon:
Dimotapp:
Duracell:

Eucryl toothcream:

Hedex:
Hills balsam & pastilles:

J&I baby shampoo:
Loasid:
Marigold housegloves:

STV,G,Y
Mu-cron:

Recital Performance:
Rennie:

Robitussin:

Sanatogen vitamins: G
Seven Seas:

Sinutab:

Wrights vaporizer:

Vanderbilt perfume:

HTV
HTV,TVS TTV

All areas

LWT
TSW,TVS,Bt

Bt

All areas

G

HTV,TSW,TVS,TTV
All areas

All areas

STV,B,Y,C,TVS
All areas

1
Y,C,HTV,TVS,LWT

C4
All areas

Bt

All areas
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COUNTERPOINTS

Christy extend
their range
Following their entry into the personal

freshness market last year with extended

life anti-perspirant deodorant, Christy

have developed a similar product to cope

with particularly heavy underarm
perspiration.

The new extended life anti-perspirant

deodorant for problem perspiration (30ml,

£2.45) should initially be applied on
several consecutive nights. Thereafter it is

only necessary to use as required and
generally once a week is sufficient. The

product is packaged in a peach carton and
is available in a display outer of nine units.

A new skin care travel kit contains

50ml sizes of deep cleansing lotion, gentle

toning lotion, rich moisturising lotion and
eye make-up remover together with some
cotton wool balls. The company estimates

that 50ml sizes will last an average two

weeks. Packed in lightweight plastic

bottles, they are presented in a clear

plastic travel bag with navy blue trim

(£2.99).

Christy are offering retailers a £30

holiday voucher when they buy a basic

parcel of Tropicana sun products

containing £93 of stock. The voucher is

redeemable against any two-week holiday

taken before December 31, 1987, and
booked through one of this country's top

tour operators. A consumer competition

offers a two-week holiday for two in

Madeira. The range has been repackaged

and three new products added (C&D,
January 18, pl05). Thomas Christy Ltd,

Christy Estate, North Lane, Aldershot,

Hants GU124QP.

Brace yourself: a
wristy product
Salts Perform wrist braces are stock-sized

orthoses designed to hold the hand in a

position of rest at an approximate angle of

32°.

Manufactured from woven material

with a variable elasticated structure to

follow the wrist contours, the brace

incorporates a pre-formed aluminium

splint. The splint is contained in an open

sleeve and can be adjusted by hand if

required. Perform is held in place by four

touch-close fastenings.

They are available in four sizes for

either wrist; child, small, medium and

large (all £6.20). Salt& Son Ltd, 220

Corporation Street, Birmingham B4 6QR.

Thermos aim for

vacuum clean-up
Thermos are strengthening their position

as vacuum flask market leaders with new
product launches.

A two-year, £'/2m investment

programme has just produced the Midi

range of metal-bodied flasks. Available in

five capacities from 0.251 to 1 .81 (retailing

at £2.95-£6.10) the flasks feature a plastic

base through which the filler is now fitted.

"Classic" is Thermos' addition to their six-

strong coffee-pot range launched last

year.

A 22 litre insulated bag in grey denim

(£8.25) has been added to the Keep it Cool

range. For the younger end of the market

the company has introduced a 13 litre bag

in pink with grey handles. (£7.95).

Hugga Bunch and Flower Fairy

characters have been added to the

Roughneck lunch kits range (£4.95). The
Tweenager range of flasks (£2.95) has two

new designs — BMX and computer

games. Thermos Ltd, Ongar Road,
Brentwood, Essex.

Seas' look-out
Seven Seas Health Care have launched a

£Vim advertising campaign this month on
Channel 4.

The message "Look out for Seven Seas

vitamins and minerals" is targetted at

women, and will feature the company's

supplements and cod liver oil. Seven Seas

Health Care Ltd, Marfleet, Kingston-

upon-Hull.

BeUair Nail Dry has been re-formulated

and re-packed. The formulation now has

added conditioners, and the product has

been packed into a white can sporting new
"high tech" graphics and toning snap-lock

closure. BeUair Cosmeticspic, NewRoad,

Winslord, Cheshire CW72NX

Krups step out

with Turbo travel
Krups are introducing the Turbo travel

1000 which is less than 6ins long and
weighs about 8oz.

Styled in white and grey, its 240V and

120V settings make it usable practically

worldwide, says the company. It has two

speeds — low speed for gentle drying with

500W heat output and high speed for

rapid drying at full power. A detachable

nozzle produces a directed airflow for

careful styling. The dryer has a protective

overheat cut-out for safety and
incorporates a handy loop from which it

can be hung.

A soft travel pouch is included. Model

number 423, the Turbo travel 1000 has a

one-year guarantee and retails at £11.95.

Krups (UK) Ltd, Motherwell Way, West

Thurrock, Grays, EssexRM16 1DX.

Burst the Matey
bubble
Free pots of bubbles, worth 25p each and

complete with wand, are being banded to

Vi million bottles of Matey, Miss Matey and

robot M8E in March.

The free bubble pot is the first in a

number of sales promotions planned by

Nicholas Laboratories to support Matey

throughout 1986.

Matey and his friends Miss Matey and

M8E are set to feature in an advertising

campaign worth £120,000 which will be

shown regionally on ITV1. It is timed to

create maximum impact on children

during the Easter school holidays, say

Nicholas Kiwi division ofNicholas

Laboratories Ltd, 225 Bath Road, Slough.

Radox repeat
Nicholas Laboratories are again giving

support to their Radox moisturising range

with a second burst of television

advertising to follow the initial £0.5m

campaign last Autumn.
Scheduled for March, the new burst—

worth £250,000 — will roll out across the

North and West of Britain, repeating the

30 second "highway-woman" commercial.

Nicholas Kiwi division ofNicholas

Laboratories Ltd, 225 Bath Road, Slough,

Berks.
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Dispense with tl

order entry system - we call this our

Microscribe - with two way communication.

You can add to this a label printer and produo

prescription labels whilst entering your order

requirements.

In its more complex form Link uses the
!

power of Britain's foremost computer

Running a busy pharmacy can sometimes

be just one big headache on paper.

But now Vestric can offer you the perfect

cure with Link - a computer system designed to

streamline every aspect of pharmacy operations.

Link is a very versatile system. It can mean
in its simplest form a sophisticated electronic



... by dispensing
with this.

ufacturer - I.C.L. Our Link III system offers

many packages ranging from patient records

Drd processing, accounting to V.A J. returns.

All in all, it increases your businesses

ency, makes life easier for your staff and

5 you provide a better service for your

nts.

We're
always there,

we always care.



CUUifLEx
INSTANT COLD STRAPPING

ON-THE-SPOT FIRSTAIDFORSPRAINS,STRAINS,
PULLED MUSCLES AND BRUISING

When accidents occur on the playing field or at home and cause

strains, pulled muscles, bruising and strained joints, you know
that these need immediate attention:

REST • ICE • COMPRESSION • ELEVATION
But often this is easier said than done!

COLD-FLEX Instant Cold Strapping cools, compresses and
supports on the spot.

An immediate self-cooling action straight from the tin, (without

prior refrigeration).

Provides compression and support.

Simple and easy to use, it can be moulded to the shape of the

limbs or joint, and it's self-adhesive.

Long- Lasting -can provide up to six hours cooling action.

Re-usable- when used for shorter periods, it can then be stored

in its wrapping and tin and re-used for up to its 6 hours life.

Two handy sizes - 7.6 x 184cm (3ins x 6ft) and 7.6 x 92cm
(3ins x 3ft).

IDEAL FOR THE SPORTS BAG AND
THE MEDICINE CABINET

COLD-FLEX can be easily carried in the sports bag, for use when
professional help isn't immediately available, and is a useful

addition to the medicine cabinet for emergencies around the

home. COLD-FLEX can also be put in the first aid kit when
travelling or on holiday.

DISTRIBUTED ONLY THROUGH PHARMACIES
COLD-FLEX will be available nationwide, only through

Pharmacies. You can confidently recommend it -COLD-FLEX
has already been used with great success in Europe and the USA.

COLD-FLEX will be directly promoted to the medical profession,

physiotherapists and paramedics, who are in a position to

endorse by sending their patients to your Pharmacy to purchase.

COLD-FLEX will be advertised directly to the public, initially

through specialist sports publications - potential users will be

directed to the Pharmacy as the only supplier.

Point of sale material

and consumer leaflets

will be available for you
to use in your Pharmacy.

INSTANTCOLD STRAPPING

J Floats Road,

Wythenshawe,

Manchester M23 9NF
Distributed in the RepuDnc ot Ireland by Cahill May Roberts, Chapelizod, Dublin 20.



Uler.eze elixir —
or children
itercare are introducing a half-dose elixir

rmulation of Aller.eze designed for more

;curate dosing and improved

ceptability in children aged three to 12.

The clear, peach-flavoured, sugar-free

quid (100ml, £1.49) contains clemastine

ydrogen fumarate equivalent to 0.5mg

emastine base in 5ml. The elixir, a

harmacy medicine, is indicated for

iergic rhinitis, including hay fever;

srennial and vasomotor rhinitis;

ermatoses, including pruritus, atopic

:zema, contact dermatitis and other

Jergic dermatoses; urticaria,

igioneurotic oedema and drug allergy.

The recommended dose is: children

ree to six years 5ml before breakfast and
bedtime; seven to 12 years 7 '/2ml before

reakfast and at bedtime. Adults and
lildren over 12, 10ml night and morning,

hildren taking this product should be

ipervised to avoid accidental mishap, say

itercare.

With regard to side effects, the

Dmpany says patients should be warned
Dt to drive or operate machinery until the

fects of treatment have been determined,

at that Aller.eze does not cause

rowsiness in 90 per cent of users. In those

here it does, the effects are usually mild

id transient. Product Licence 0255/0018

tercare Products Ltd, Fishponds Road,

'okingham, Berks RG11 2QD.

mm

'esovit is now available in an OTC pack
ontaining 30 blister-packed capsules

£1.52). The ingredients are unchanged
md the recommended dosage is one or

wo capsules daily for adults. Use in

:hildren under 12 is not recommended,
inless directed by a doctor. MenJey &
ames Laboratories, Welwyn Garden
~ity, HertsAL71EY

Zox are discontinuing their children's

:herry flavoured cough syrup due to the

inavailability of certain ingredients. Cox
-'harmaceuticals Ltd, Whiddon Valley,

Barnstaple, Devon EX32 8NS.
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H-B-Vax paed
Manufacturer Thomas Morson
Pharmaceuticals, Hertford Road,

Hoddesdon, Herts

Description Single-dose vials containing

10 meg of hepatitis B surface antigen

adsorbed on alum in 0.5ml, and thiomersal

1 in 20,000

Uses Vaccination of infants likely to have

been exposed to hepatitis B virus

Dosage 0.5ml vaccine into the antero-

lateral thigh together with hepatitis B
immunoglobulin 110-148iu in another site

at delivery, with boosters of 0.5ml vaccine

at one month and six months
Further information Trials of

recommended regimen have proved 90

per cent effective in conferring immunity

Side effects etc As for H-B-Vax

Pharmaceutical precautions Store at

2-8C. Do not freeze

Packs Three single-dose vials (£47.62

basic NHS)
Supply restrictions Prescription only

Issued February 1986

Nitronal inj

Manufacturers Lipha Pharmaceuticals

Ltd, Harrier House, High Street, Yiewsley,

West Drayton, Middx UB7 7QG
Description 5ml and 25ml amber glass

ampoules and 50ml clear glass vials

containing lmg/ml glyceryl trinitrate in

isotonic aqueous solution

Uses Unresponsive congestive heart

failure; refractory unstable angina

pectoris and coronary insufficiency;

control of hypertensive episodes and/or

myocardial ischaemia during and after

cardiac surgery; and induction of

controlled hypotension for surgery

Dosage Adults The dose should be titrated

against individual response. For further

information see Data Sheet. Nitronal can

be administered undiluted or with a

protein-free infusion solution by slow

intravenous infusion. Not recommended
for children

Contraindications etc. As for nitrates.

See Data Sheet

Packs Ampoules in cartons of 10 (5ml £22,

25ml £75) 50ml vial (£18)

Further information Hospital only

Issued February 1986

Betcrioc for

migraine
Betaloc and Betaloc SA are now indicated

for the prophylaxis of migraine. The

recommended dosage is 100mg-200mg
Betaloc daily, in divided doses, or one

tablet Betaloc SA daily, in the morning.

Astra Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Home Parke

Estate, Kings Langley, Herts WD4 8DH.

Reactivan tablets are now only available

on a named patient basis. The product may
be despatched directly to retail

pharmacists or doctors only against a

private prescription, say E. Merck Ltd,

Four Marks, Alton, Hants GU34 5HG.

Lagap Pharmaceuticals are introducing

flucloxacillin capsules 250mg (100's

£18.50) and 500mg (£37). The yellow and
black capsules will be available from

March 3. Lagap Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Old
Portsmouth Road, Peasmarsh, Guildford,

Surrey GU31LZ.

Epanutin Infatabs and Ponstan Forte

tablets manufactured after March 1 will

contain quinoline yellow instead of

tartrazine, in line with EEC requirements.

There may be a slight change to their

colour as the new batches are introduced,

say Parke-Davis Research Laboratories,

Mitchell House, Southampton Road,

Eastleigh, Hants S055RY.

Dye-free pholcodine linctus BP is now
available from William Ransom. The new
preparation, which complies with the open
formula monograph published in

Amendment 5 to the BP 1980, has been
made available due to the incidence of

allergic reactions experienced by some
patients with preparations containing dyes

such as tartrazine, sunset yellow and
amaranth. Pholcodine linctus BP (dye-

free) is in a plastic two litre bottle. The
existing formulation remains available.

William Ransom & Son pic, Hitchin, Herts

SG51LY.

Janssen are introducing standard packs

for a number of their prescription

products, to be introduced over the

coming months as stocks of existing packs

are exhausted. Standard 30-capsule packs

of Imodium will replace the current 60

and 250-tablet packs (completion

probably during April); a 30-tablet pack of

Motilium will replace the current

100-tablet pack (May); a 100-tablet pack of

Orap 4mg will replace the 250-tablet pack
— other strength pack sizes are

unchanged (May); and a 100-tablet pack

of Stugeron 15mg will replace the 250 and

1,000-tablet packs (March). Janssen

Pharmaceutical Ltd, Grove, Wantage,

OxonOX120DQ.
Rifater: In the information on Rifater

tablets published on February 8 (p230) we
stated that administration of ethambutol

and streptomycin over the same period was
advised. The streptomycin should, of

course, be given intramuscularly, not

intravenously as printed.



PERSONAL OPINION!

Those who gain owe
more than thanks7

Following his widely acclaimed speech to the LPC Conference
last year. Ken Sims, public relations officer of Dorset LPC, expands
on compensating colleagues who give up their NHS contract.

As a member of Dorset LPC, I attended the

London LPC conference last year to vote on
whether or not to give the PSNC the right to

accept the terms of the new contract.

Like others, I had reservations about the

deal we had to accept. Yet on balance we felt

that by accepting we would be giving

community pharmacists a degree of security

few of us thought possible. I have never

thought that because we are pharmacists,

the government of the day has an obligation

to give us an NHS contract wherever and
whenever we choose to demand one.

Because during the depression of the '30s a

pharmacist could eke out a slightly better

living by opening a shop, rather than by

staying in employment, the post-war contract

found itself obliged to honour a situation

where there was a pharmacy on virtually

every street corner.

Forty years on it's a different world.

Simple shopkeeping has become a high

science. Our suburban parades, formerly

the natural hub of each local community, are

disappearing. The multitude of small

independent pharmacies has shrunk to two

thirds of its former size, while many of the

better businesses have been gathered into

the hands of commercial entrepreneurs.

Even so there are some pharmacies,

either legacies of the old establishment or

those mortally damaged by leapfrogging,

whose costs per prescription under the

present system are grotesquely high. We can

hardly be surprised that a government

determined to cut state spending should

want to be quit of them.

The basic practice allowance is the

principal buffer for such shops, although the

reasons why it was established were not

wholly laudable. But it gave a genuine sense

of serving the public in a more disinterested

and professional way, since the payment was

seen as being for services not directly

concerned with dispensing.

PSNC, much abused, has achieved some
considerable successes. To get the concept

of a basic practice allowance accepted by a

government in return for no tangible service

was a remarkable feat. But to get the present

Government to agree to a new contract

which offers us a secure future in return for

(as well as!) a rational distribution of

pharmacies, based on need, is remarkable.

The price? The DHSS will no longer finance,

disproportionately, those whose dispensing

falls below 1,333 items a month, unless those

contractors can be seen to be essential small

pharmacies serving specific communities.

When the news broke there was a vast

hullaballoo. Yet many contractors would

accept diminished returns from their

dispensing where it represents only a part of

their business. They would not choose to

surrender the contract, seeing it as a "draw".

And the actual profit per prescription was

not in itself diminished, merely the overall

subsidy removed.

Benefits of compensation

For those people who found themselves

locked into unsaleable pharmacies a new
element was introduced. Compensation —
offering, in effect, to buy the goodwill of the

contract was introduced. If a decision to

relinquish was made by the contractor within

a year, a sum up to £22,000 would be paid.

Quite apart from the prospect of closures,

there arises a marvellous opportunity for

amalgamations to the benefit of pharmacists

and the community.

At the conference the vote was

overwhelmingly in favour of acceptance.

The value of remaining pharmacies would

be enhanced, the quality of service could be

improved without the present fear of being

leapfrogged. There would be an incentive

for opening pharmacies in poorly served

areas. Yet the compensation scheme
financed from the NHS savings has shortfalls

which demand correction at local level.

Let us take a pharmacist who decides to

close. While he may get his £22,000 lump

sum he will have to dispose of his stock and

fittings. Non-trading second-hand
equipment value is written down to mere

hundreds, which can represent a

considerable loss against current prices.

And while you can sell off most retail goods

and get your money back, dispensing stock,

which must average a minimum demand
holding of around £6,000-£7,000, is

different. In past closures I have seen

pharmaceutical vultures offering a

"generous" 30 per cent face value...take it or

leave it.

At the conference I tried to make the

point that nearby pharmacists who gain from

closures owe more than thanks to their

retiring colleagues. Those closures will add
directly to the value of their pharmacies due

to increased traffic and profitability, quite

apart from the scarcity element. I believe

those who stand to gain like this should band
together to buy the useable stocks at face

value, less perhaps 10 per cent for pack

disparities and the work entailed.

Furthermore, there will be an increase in

prescription business. If counts were made
of the dispensing done in the year

preceeding the close down, and the year

following it, a fair basis for a goodwill

payment, which I suggest could be about

£1.00 per script gain over that time, would be

established. LPCs, as contractor bodies,

could liaise with the FPCs for the figures,

and perhaps might also arrange for payment

to be deducted like a levy.

I see this as a final recognition by our

profession of those eased out of their chosen

independent life through no fault of their

own, and who are paying for our future

profitability and security. Are surviving

contractors really going to sit back and

accept this as a windfall without a flicker of

concern? Surely there are other pharmacists

in the land who would feel guilty?

Realistically we know some contractors

will be glad enough to get out of a bleak

situation where, had they closed, they would

have lost all. In the past it was not unknown

for pharmacists to buy out nearby small

contractors and close them down. The

economics were sound. A gain of up to 1,000

scripts a month and more traffic, for a

minimum goodwill and stock at valuation.

What I suggest is a bargain where we pay on

what we actually gain in scripts only, and

have the satisfaction of seeing former

colleagues not resentful of our improved

position. But the situation could only exist for

the first year when compensation is

available.

The position of the pharmacist living

over the shop in rented premises who has to

move, has little in common with the

retirement idea of a crock of gold at the end

of the rainbow...unless we help a little. As a

caring profession, we should be seen to care

for our own, by acts of major generosity,

which we can well afford.
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IMEDICINES LICENSED FOR PARALLEL IMPORT!

fteropax (International) Ltd, trading
^

as Stephar BV M
3L/4259/0134

'L/4259/0106

'L/4259/0051

>L/4259/0175

'L/4259/0084

>L/4259/0030

>L/4259/0080

L/4259/0097

L/4259/0142

L/4259/0159

Amoxil 250mg capsule

Canesten cream

Canesten lOOmg

vaginal tablet

Destolit

Gyno-daktann cream

Indocid 25mg
Madopar 250mg

Motihum

Optimine tablet

Parlodel lOmg

L/4259/0132 Septrin Forte

L/4259/0043 Stugeron Forte 75mg

Amoxycillin 250mg <

Clotrimazole 1% w/w\

(pharmacy medicine)

Clotnmazole lOOmg

Ursodeoxycholic acid

150mg
Miconazole nitrate 2%
w/w

Indomethacin BP 25mg
Levodopa 200mg,

benserazide

hydrochloride 57mg
( = 50mg base)

Dompendone maleate

12.72mg ( = 10mg base)

Azatadine maleate

lmg
Bromocriptine

mesylate 11.47mg

( = lOmg base)

Sulphamethoxazole BP
800mg, trimethoprim

BP 160mg

Cmnanzme 75mg
(pharmacy medicine)

\lan Pharmaceuticals Ltd

L/5401/0072 Betnovate ointment

L/5401/0073 Blocadren

L/5401/0074 Clomid

Bethamethasone

valerate 1 214mg
Timolol maleate lOmg
Clomiphene citrate 50mg

Additions to

C&D PL(PI) list

The following are the latest

additions to C&D's PL(PI) list

(Jan 25. pl37, and last week, p318).

The information has been compiled

from lists of product licences published in

The London Gazette up to and including

February 7. All are POM unless otherwise

stated. (See also p334).

PL/5401/0091 Fluanxol lmg

PL/5401/0008 Halcion 25mg
PL/5401/0010 Indocid 25mg

, PL/5401/0102 Inderal LA

PL/5401/0103 Ophciom

PL/5401/0096 PnmolulN
PL/5401/0095 Proviron

PL/5401/0052 Tagamet 200mg
PL/5401/0050 Tofranil lOmg

PL/5401/0049 Tofranil 25mg

PL/5401/0079 VoltaroI25mg

PL/5401/0078 Voltarol 50

Flupenthixol

dihydrochlonde

1 65mg ( = lmg base)

Triazolam 25mg
Indomethacin BP25mg
Propranolol

hydrochloride BP
160mg
Sodium cromoglycate

20mg
Norethisterone BP 5mg
Mesterolone 25mg
Cimetidine200mg

Imipramme
hydrochloride lOmg
Imipramme
hydrochloride 25mg
Diclofenac sodium

25mg
Diclofenac sodium

50mg

API (Suppliers) Ltd

PL/5848/0074

PL/5848/0340

PL/5848/0104

PL/5848/0233

PL/5848/0095

PL/5848/0066

Alupent 20mg tablet

Avlocardyl retard

160mg capsule

Betaserc 8mg tablet

Burin ex Leo lmg tablet

Cinopal 300mg
capsule

Dalctarin cream

PL/5848/0099 Diamox 250mg tablet

Orciprenaline sulphate

20mg
Propranolol

hydrochloride 160mg
Betahistine

hydrochloride 8mg
Bumetanide lmg
Fenbufen 300mg

Miconazole nitrate 2%
w/w (pharmacy

medicine)

Acetazolamide 255mg
( = 250mg base)

o

BRATCHEM
THE BRITISH CHEMISTS EXHIBITION A A %

for thebu4YMaUChemii
Centrally located in the very heart of

Britain, this exhibition has been
especially designed for the

pharmacist whose time is at a

premium.The ultra-modern NEC in

Birmingham offers you the

pharmacist, the ideal opportunity to

view the full range of products

available from the major

manufacturers, including the latest

OTC products, cosmetics, toiletries

etc. So make sure you find time to

attend.

On Sunday 9th March we are also holding

seminars on two important topics - Original

Pack Dispensing'and Parallel Imports'

Delegates will have every opportunity to discuss

the pros and cons of these contentious subjects

National Exhibition

Centre

Birmingham

Sunday March 9

and

Monday March 10

19 8 6

Kat!ona
|Sta8e

Tabcon Marketing Ltd
308 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 2AG Tel: 01 -802 4258
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Copeairn Ltd

PL/5283/0005 Halcion 0.25mg tablet Triazolam 25mg
PL/5283/0051 Imuran tablet Azathioprme BP 50mg
PL/5283/0069 Negram tablet Nalidixic Acid 500mg

PL/5283/0061 Nizoral 200mg tablet Ketoconazole 200mg
PL/5283/0064 Stugeron Forte capsule Cinnanzine 75mg

(pharmacy medicine)

PL/5848/0242

PL/5848/0171

PL/5848/0239

PL/5848/0140

PL/5848/0342

PL/5848/0322

PL/5848/0311

PL/5848/0268

PL/5848/0020

PL/5848/0124

PL/5848/0192

Duphaston lOmg tablet

Eusapnm 480mg tablet

Feldene 20mg capsule

Hydergine l.Smg

tablet

Imodium 2mg capsule

Inderetic capsule

LasiUx 40mg
Lioresal lOmg tablet

Modamide 5 tablet

PL/5848/0060 Moditen

PL/5848/0118

PL/5848/0032

PL/5848/0282

PL/5848/0217

PL/5848/0070

PL/5848/0269

PL/5848/0219

PL/5848/0075

PL/5848/0168

PL/5848/0281

PL/5848/0334

PL/5848/0306

PL/5848/0331

PL/5848/0145

PL/ 5848/0 144

PL/5848/0003

Dicynone 500 tablet Ethamsylate 500mg
Dihydergot tablet Dihydroergotamme

mesylate lmg

Dydrogesterone BP
lOmg
Trimethoprim BP
80mg,

sulphamethoxazole BP
400mg
Piroxicam 20mg
Co-dergocnne

mesylate l.Smg

Loperamide

hydrochloride 2mg
Propranolol

hydrochloride BP
80mg, bendrolluazide

BP2.5mg
Frusemide 40mg
Baclofen lOmg
Amilonde
hydrochlonde

dihydrate 5 68mg
( = 5mg hydrochloride)

Fluphenazine

hydrochloride lmg
Nalidixic acid 500mg
Ketoconazole 200mg
Medazepam 5mg
Tamoxifen citrate

15.2mg (
= 10mg base)

Cyproheptadine

hydrochloride 4 26mg
( = 4mg base)

(pharmacy medicine)

Medroxyprogesterone

acetate BP lOOmg

Sulphasalazme 500mg
PivmeciUinam

hydrochloride 200mg
Metoprolol tartrate

lOOmg
Metoprolol tartrate

200mg
Cinnanzine 75mg
(pharmacy medicine)

Carbamezepme BP
200mg
Imipramine

hydrochloride 25mg
Allacalcidol lmcg
Salbutamol sulphate

4.8mg ( =4mg base)

Diclofenac sodium

50mg
Diclofenac sodium

50mg
Allopurinol BP 300mg

Negram tablet

Nizoral tablet

Nobnum 5 capsule

Nolvadex lOmg tablet

PL/5848/0215 Penactin 4mg tablet

PL/5848/0116 Provera lOOmg tablet

Salazopynne

Selexid 200mg tablet

Seloken lOOmg tablet

Slow Lopresor tablet

Stugeron Forte

Tegretol 200mg tablet

Tofranil 25mg tablet

Un-Alfa lmcg capsule

Ventohn 4mg tablet

Voltarene 50 tablet

Voltaren 50 tablet

Zylonc 300 tablet

George Beddoes

PL/5989/0002 Tagamet 200mg tablet Cimetidme 200mg

Cloakstyle Ltd, trading as Field

Court

PL/5871/0090

PL/5871/0086

PL/5871/0078

PL/5871/0076

PL/5871/0024

PL/5871/0065

PL/5871/0071

PL/5871/0009

PL/5871/0066

PL/5871/0089

PL/5871/0064

PL/5871/0084

PL/5871/0061

PL/5871/0029

Chnonl 200mg Sulindac 200mg

Clomid Clomiphene citrate BP
50mg

Danol Danazol 200mg
Gyno-daktann cream Miconazole nitrate 2%

w/w

Halcion Triazolam 25mg
Imuran Azathioprme BP 50mg

Inderal LA Propranolol

hydrochloride 160mg

Inderetic Propranolol

hydrochloride BP
80mg, bendrofluazide

BP2.5mg
Lederfen (Cmopal) Fenbufen 300mg

capsule

Midamor (Modamide Amilonde

5) hydrochloride 5.8mg

( = 5mg base)

Provera lOOmg Medroxyprogesterone

acetate lOOmg

Slow Trasicor (Trasico Oxprenolol

Retard 160) hydrochloride 160mg

Stugeron Forte Cinnanzine 75mg
(pharmacy medicine)

Tagamet Cimetidine 200mg

Dowelhurst Ltd

PL/5662/0011 Brufen400

PL/5662/0072 Diamox 250mg

PL/5662/0031 Halcion

PL/5662/0006 Midamor

PL/5662/0014 Zylonc 300

Ibuprofen 400mg
Acetazolamide 255mg

( = 250mg base)

Triazolam 0.25mg

Amilonde
hydrochlonde 5.68mg

( = 5mg base)

Allopurinol 300mg

Eurimpharm Ltd

PL/6679/0021

PL/6679/0019

PL/6679/0022

PL/6679/0018

Aldomet 500mg tablet

Alrhumat 50mg
capsule

Baycaron 25mg tablet

Imodium capsule

PL/6679/0024 Natnhx 2.5mg tablet

PL/6679/0012

PL/6679/0020

Tagamet 400mg tablet

Tegretol 200mg tablet

PL/6679/0017 Zylonc lOOmg tablet

Methyldopa 566mg

( = 500mg base)

Ketoprofen 50mg

Mefruside 25mg
Loperamide

hydrochloride 2mg
Indapamide

hemihydrate 2.5mg

Cimetidine 400mg
Carbamazepine BP
200mg
Allopurinol lOOmg

Eurochem Ltd

PL/5513/0024 Daktann cream

PL/5513/0142 Daktann oral gel

PL/5513/0204 Fepron 600mg tablet

PL/5513/0026 Floxapen 250mg

PL/5513/0021

PL/5513/0206

Froben lOOmg tablet

Gaviscon liquid

PL/5513/0202 Gyno-daktann cream

PL/5513/0132

PL/5513/0207

Halcion 0.25mg

Hirudoid gel

PL/5513/0196 Inderetic capsule

PL/5513/0158

PL/5513/0058

PL/5513/0103

PL/5513/0153

PL/5513/0079

Negram
Stugeron Forte

Tagamet 200mg
Tagamet 400mg tablet

Trasicor retard 160mg

tablet

Miconazole nitrate 2%
w/w (pharmacy

medicine)

Miconazole 2% w/w

(20mg) (pharmacy

medicine)

Fenopron calcium

694 65mg ( = fenopron

600mg)
Flucloxacilhn sodium

monohydrate ( = 250mg
flucloxacilhn)

Flurbiprofen lOOmg
Sodium alginate

500mg, sodium

bicarbonate 267 mg,

calcium carbonate

160mg (general sale

list)

Miconazole nitrate 2%
w/w
Triazolam 25mg
Organo hepannoid

Luitpold 300mg
(pharmacy medicine)

Propranolol

hydrochloride BP
80mg, bendrofluazide

BP2-5mg
Nalidixic acid 500mg
Cinnarizine 75mg
(pharmacy medicine)

Cimetidine 200mg
Cimetidme 400mg

Oxyprenolol

hydrochloride 160mg

Global Pharmaceuticals Ltd

PL/0576/001 3 Imodium 2mg

PL/0576/0015 Indocid 25mg

PL/0576/0017 Indocid-R 75mg

PL/0576/0025 Septnn Forte

Loperamide

hydrochloride 2mg
Indomethacm BP 25mg
Indomethacm BP 75mg
Trimethoprim BP

160mg,
sulphamethoxazole BP

800mg

Grange Pharmaceuticals Ltd

PL/3611/0046

PL/3611/0091

PL/3611/0052

PL/361 1/0053

PL/3611/0056

PL/3611/0055

PL/3611/0028

Adalat lOmg
Adalat retard

Capoten 25mg
Capoten 50mg
Clinoril lOOmg
Chnonl 200mg
Colofac

PL/3611/0026 Daktacort cream

Nifedipine lOmg
Nifedipine 20mg
Captopnl 25mg
Captopril 50mg
Sulindac lOOmg
Sulindac 200mg
Mebevenne
hydrochloride 135mg

Miconazole nitrate 2%
w/w, hydrocortisone

1% w/w

PL/3611/0027 Daktann cream

PL/3611/0054

PL/3611/0035

PL/3611/0079

PL/3611/0037

PL/3611/0043

PL/3611/0057

PL/3611/0081

PL/3611/0082

PL/3611/0015

PL/3611/0088

PL/3611/0007

PL/3611/0003

PL/3611/0002

PL/3611/0069

Danol 200mg
Halcion 25mg
Hydergine 1.5mg

Imuran

Indocid retard

Inderal LA

Locoid cream

Locoid ointment

Midamor

Slow Trasicor

Tegretol 200mg tablet

TimoptolO.25%

TimoptolO.5%

Tryptizol lOmg

Miconazole nitrate 2%
w/w (pharmacy

medicine)

Danazol 200mg
Triazolam 0.25mg

Dihydroergotoxine

mesylate l.Smg

Azathiopnne BP 50mg

Indomethacm BP 75mg
Propranolol

hydrochloride BP
160mg
Hydrocortisone

17-butyrateO.lg

Hydrocortisone

17-butyrateO.lg

Amilonde
hydrochloride

(anhydrous) 5mg
Oxprenolol

hydrochloride 160mg
Carbamazepine BP
200mg
Timolol maleate

3.42mg ( = 2.5mg base)

Timolol maleate

6.83mg ( = 5mg base)

Amitnptyhne

hydrochloride BP

lOmg

M & A Pharmachem Ltd

PL/4077/0088

PL/4077/0035

PL/4077/0037

PL/4077/0081

PL/4077/0067

PL/4077/0031

PL/4077/0044

PL/4077/0089

PL/4077/0039

PL/4077/0084

PL/4077/0087

Ac upan 30mg

Aldomet 250mg tablet

Aldomet 500mg tablet

Canesten cream

Clamoxyl 250mg
capsule

Eusapnm

Floxapen 250mg
capsule

Halcion 25mg tablet

Indocid 25mg tablet

Moducren tablet

Stugeron Forte

capsule

Nefopam
hydrochloride 30mg
Methyldopa 283mg
( - anhydrous 250mg)

Methyldopa 566mg
( = 500mg base)

Clotrimazole 1% w/w

Amoxycillin tnhydrate

( - amoxycillin 250mg)

Trimethoprim 80mg,

sulphamethoxazole

400mg
Flucloxacillin sodium

262.5mg

(
= flucloxacillin

250mg)

Triazolam 0.25mg

Indomethacm BP 25mg
Timolol maleate lOmg,

amiloride

hydrochloride 2.84mg

( = 2.5mg base),

hydrochlorothiazide

25mg
Cinnarizine 75mg
(pharmacy medicine)

Martonland Ltd, trading as Martons

Pharmaceuticals

PL/5571/0097 Allegron lOmg Nortriptyhne

hydrochloride 11 4mg
( = 10mg base)

PL/5571/0081 Allegron 25mg Nortriptyline

hydrochloride 25mg

PL/5571/0089 Androcur Cyproterone acetate

50mg
PL/5571/0095 Blocadren Timolol maleate lOmg

PL/5571/0043 Bolvidon 30mg Mianserin

hydrochloride 30mg

PL/5571/0049 Capoten 25mg Captopril 25mg

PL/5571/0083 Corgard 80mg Nadolol 80mg

PL/5571/0061 Danol 200mg Danazol 200mg

PL/5571/0074 Dolobid Diflunisal 250mg

PL/5571/0033 Esbatal lOmg Bethanidine sulphate

BP lOmg

PL/5571/0014 Imuran 50mg Azathioprme BP 50mg

PL/5571/0002 Indocid 25mg Indomethacm BP 25mg

PL/5571/0010 Lederfen Fenbufen 300mg

PL/5571/0072 Lioresal Baclofen lOmg

PL/5571/0015 Madopar capsule Levodopa 200mg,

benserazide

hydrochloride 57mg
( = 50mg base)

PL/5571/0016 Natnhx tablet Indapamide

hemihydrate 2.5mg

PL/5571/0040 Negram 500mg NaUdixic acid 500mg

PL/5571/0039 Nolvadex lOmg Tamoxifen citrate BP
15.2mg ( = 10mg base)

PL/5571/0087 Prothiaden 75mg Dothiepm

hydrochloride 75mg
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Peel Street Pharmacy Ltd

PL/6034/0009 Acupan 30mg tablet Nelopam
hydrochloride 30mg

PL/6034/0011 Tagamet 200mg tablet Cimetidine 200mg
PL/6034/0012 Tagamet 400mg tablet Cimetidine 400mg
PL/6034/0007 Zyloric 300mg tablet Allopurmol BP 300mg

i PL/5571/0059 Sinemet 110 Carbidopa

monohydrate 10 8mg
( = 10mg base),

levodopa lOOmg

PL/5571/0057 Slow Trasicor Oxprenolol

hydrochloride 160mg

PL/5571/0096 Surgam 200mg Tiaprofenic acid

200mg
PL/5571/0078 Tagamet 200mg Cimetidine 200mg

PL/5571/0047 Tagamet 400mg Cimetidine 400mg

PL/5571/0029 Tegretol 200mg Carbamazepine 200mg

PL/5571/0064 Toiranil 25mg Imipramine

hydrochloride 25mg
PL/5571/0086 Trasicor 80mg Oxprenolol

hydrochloride 80mg
PL/5571/0006 Voltarol 50mg Diclofenac sodium

50mg
PL/5571/0028 Zyloric lOOmg Allopurmol BP lOOmg

PL/5571/0027 Zyloric 300mg Allopurmol 300mg

Munro Wholesale Medical Supplies

Androcur

Capoten 25mg
Capoten 50mg
Catapres 0.3mg

Corgard 80mg
Dolobid 250mg
Halcion 0.25mg

Neo-merca2ole tablet

Prolhiaden 75mg

Proviron

Tenoretic

Viskaldix

Cyproterone acetate

50mg
Captopnl 25mg
Captopnl 50mg
Clonidine

hydrochloride 3mg
Nadolol 80mg
Diflunisal 250mg
Triazolam 25mg
Carbimazole BP 5mg
Dothiepin

hydrochloride 75mg

Mesterolone 25mg
Atenolol lOOmg,

chlorthalidone 25mg
Pindolol lOmg,

clopamide 5mg

Spectrum Marketing

PL/3787/0039

PL/3787/0035

PL/3787/0028

PL/3787/0025

PL/3787/0016

PL/3787/0037

PL/3787/0019

PL/3787/0026

PL/3787/0020

PL/3787/0011

PL/3787/0012

Acupan tablet

Aldomet 500mg tablet

Canesten cream

Dolobis

Halcion 25mg tablet

Imuran

Modamide tablet

(Midamor)

Nizoral

Nolvadex tablet

Zyloric lOOmg tablet

Zyloric 300mg tablet

Nefopam

hydrochloride 30mg
Methyldopa 566mg
( = 500mg anhydrous)

Clotrimazole 1% w/w

(pharmacy medicine)

Diflunisal 250mg
Triazolam 0.25mg

Azathioprme BP 50mg
Amilonde
hydrochloride 5.68mg

(
~ 5mg base)

Ketoconazole 200mg
Tamoxifen citrate

15 2mg ( = 10mg base)

Allopurmol BPlOOmg
Allopurmol BP 300mg

Wallis Laboratory (Sales) Ltd,

trading as Pharma Regis

PL/2463/0015 Aldomet

PL/2463/0034 Canesten

PL/2463/0041 Canesten

PL/2463/0035 Clamoxyl dispers

PL/2463/0005 Eusapnm Forte tablet

PL/2463/0027 Indocid

PL/2463/0020 Lasilix

PL/2463/0011 Tagamet

PL/2463/0010 Voltarene/Voltaren

PL/2463/0009 Zyloric

Methyldopa 566mg (
=

anhydrous 500mg)

Clotrimazole lOOmg
Clotrimazole 1% w/w

(pharmacy medicine)

Amoxycillin trihydrate

BP 575mg (500mg

amoxycilhn)

Sulphamethoxa2ole BP
800mg, trimethoprim

BP 160mg
Indomethacin BP 25mg
Frusemide 40mg
Cimetidine 200mg
Diclofenac sodium

50mg
Allopurmol BP 300mg

Whitworth Pharmaceuticals Ltd

PL/4423/0001 Adalat retard

PL/4423/0003 Aldomet 250mg

PL/4423/0004 Aldomet 500mg

PL/4423/0008 Blocadren lOmg
PL/4423/0016 Clinoril lOOmg
PL/4423/0018 Corgard 80mg
PL/4423/0031 Dolobid 250mg
PL/4423/0034 Esbatal lOmg tablet

PL/4423/0028 Halcion 0.25mg

PL/4423/0017 Indocid 50mg
PL/4423/0011 Motival

PL/4423/0012 NatnUx

PL/4423/0010 Parlodel

PL/4423/0025 Parlodel lOmg

PL/4423/0013 Praxilene

PL/4423/0021 Salazopyrin

PL/4423/0005 Septnn

PL/4423/0027 Tagamet 200mg
PL/4423/0033 Tenoretic tablet

PL/4423/0035 Viskaldix tablet

PL/4423/0023 Voltarol retard

Nifedipine 20mg
Methyldopa 283mg
( -anhydrous 250mg)

Methyldopa 566mg
( = 500mg base)

Timolol maleate lOmg
Suhndac lOOmg

Nadolol 80mg
Diflunisal 250mg
Bethanidine sulphate

BP lOmg
Triazolam 25mg
Indomethacin BP 50mg
Nortriptyline

hydrochloride 11.39mg

(
= 10mg), fluphenazine

hydrochloride 0.5mg

Indapamide

hemihydrate BP 2.5mg

Bromocriptine

mesylate 2 87mg
( = 2.5mg base)

Bromocriptine

mesylate 1 1 47mg
( = lOmg base)

Naftidrofuryl oxalate

lOOmg
Sulphasalazine 500mg
Tnmethopnm 80mg,

sulphamethoxazole

400mg
Cimetidine 200mg

Atenolol lOOmg,

chlorthalidone 25mg
Pindolol lOmg,

Clopamide 5mg
Diclofenac sodium lOOmg

W Y E T H G E N E R I C S • T E A Z E P A Y E T H

GENERICS
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Since its introduction in 1980, piroxicam has

been one of the most popular of the non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs),

particularly in the elderly. This is in part due
to the convenience of the once-daily dosage
schedule made possible by its long half-life.

However, this advantage has now been
turned against piroxicam, and the incidence

of adverse reactions and death associated

with it has received considerable attention.

Much of the publicity has been
generated by an American organisation, the

Health Research Group (HRG), which is

petitioning for a ban on piroxicam in the

USA. HRG has campaigned successfully in

the past for a ban or restrictions on the use of

phenylbutazone, oxyphenbutazone,
phenformin, benoxaprofen and
dextropropoxyphene. With such a pedigree

of successful action, is HRG right in

claiming that piroxicam is "an imminent
hazard to the public health?"

HRG's case is based on two claims. First,

that the elimination of piroxicam is impaired

in the elderly and, second, that piroxicam

causes a high incidence of severe and fatal

adverse reactions.

Pharmacokinetics

A recent study found that the elimination of

piroxicam is reduced in elderly women. The
half-life in these subjects was 62 hours,

compared with 45 hours in young women
and in young or old men. It was predicted

from this data that blood levels of piroxicam
in elderly patients would therefore be twice

as high as in others, but a large study, yet to

be published, found that blood levels were in

fact 25 per cent higher in patients over 80.

Other data supports HRG's case. An
earlier pharmacokinetic study found that

among 19 subjects (14 of whom were over

70), piroxicam's half-life varied between 26
and 137 hours, with a mean of 73 hours. A
survey of hospital admissions due to peptic

ulcers found that elderly women formed the

largest group of subjects with drug-mduced
ulcers (not just those caused by piroxicam).

Other evidence contradicts HRG's
claim. First, two pharmacokinetic studies

have failed to find any difference between
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the young and old in the elimination of

piroxicam. Further, it is not clear why elderly

women, and not elderly men should

eliminate piroxicam more slowly. Third,

elderly women appear to develop NSAID-
mduced ulcers frequently merely because

they are prescribed these drugs more often.

Gastrointestinal toxicity

Of the patients prescribed piroxicam in the

USA, 55 per cent are over 60. However, this

age group accounts for 96 per cent of fatal,

and 71 per cent of non-fatal reactions related

to the gastrointestinal tract. It is well known
that NSAIDs caue a high incidence of

adverse gastrointestinal reactions, and the

elderly are probably more susceptible than

the young. Is there evidence that piroxicam

is worse than other NSAIDs?
Post-marketing surveillance studies show

that the incidence of adverse gastrointestinal

reactions is clearly related to the dose of

piroxicam, and gastrointestinal

haemorrhage and ulceration would
therefore be more likely. In one survey, 26

per cent of patients admitted to hospital with

peptic ulcer had been taking NSAIDs. Of
the drugs involved, piroxicam and
ketoprofen were found more often than

expected from a knowledge of their

prescribing frequency. In a similar survey,

the incidence of drug-induced ulceration

was claimed to rise following the use of

piroxicam.

Again, other reports contradict those

findings. The unpublished study apparently

found no correlation between increased

blood levels and adverse effects, but until the

full report of this study is available its

findings must be interpreted cautiously.

Another survey of hospital admissions found

that only two of 268 patients with

gastrointestinal haemorrhage or perforation

were taking piroxicam. A further study

found that four of 60 patients with peptic

ulcers took piroxicam, compared with three

taking ibuprofen and 35 taking

indomethacin. However, it seems that no
well-designed and direct comparison of the

adverse effects of piroxicam with other

NSAIDs in the elderly has been published.

The Committee on Safety of Medicines

has received 77 reports of death associated

with piroxicam. A causal relationship cannot

be assumed in each case, and deaths are

claimed to be uncommon in view of the three

million prescriptions written annually.

Nonetheless, it is strongly suspected that the

CSM is notified of only a fraction of all

adverse reactions, and these data may
therefore be a substantial underestimate.

Although information on the mortality of

adverse reactions to other NSAIDs is not

presently available, some of the CSM's data

published in 1984 showed that in the

two years following its introduction,

piroxicam had the lowest overall number
of reactions reported of several

NSAIDs. Gastrointestinal haemorrhage or

perforation were reported approximately

once per 9,500-17,000 prescriptions, the
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same as for most other drugs cited.

Ibuprofen and indomethacin, two long-

established drugs, were not included in this

analysis.

Summary
The toxicity of piroxicam relative to other

NSAIDs requires clarification. A
prospective and comparative study of its

safety in the elderly should be undertaken,

and the CSM should make available a more
detailed and current analysis of its adverse

reactions data. There is cause for concern

that the elimination of piroxicam is impaired

in the elderly, although these patients

appear to be at risk from the toxicity not just

of piroxicam but all NSAIDs.
What can usefully be done until more

information becomes available? For elderly

patients who require an NSAID, piroxicam is

not the drug of first choice and should be
reserved until alternatives such as naproxen

or ibuprofen have been tried. For the elderly

who are currently taking piroxicam, the

evidence available at the moment does not

indicate a change of drug. However, a dose

reduction to the lowest that remains effective

should be encouraged.

Beta-blockers and dry eyes
In the mid 70s, practolol was recognised as

the cause of the oculomucocutaneous

syndrome, a group of symptoms which

included serious and sometimes irreversible

effects on the skin and eyes. Since then,

occasional reports of dry eyes associated

with beta-blockers have fuelled speculation

that a cross-sensitivity may exist. However,

this has been discounted, and it is now
recognised that all beta-blockers may cause

dry eyes by a pharmacological effect on the

secretory cells of the lacrimal gland.

In healthy people, the volume of tear flow

declines from the age of forty and the

concentration of proteins begin to fall

between the ages of 50-70. Some elderly

people may therefore have subclinically dry

eyes which, on exposure to a beta-blocker,

become troublesome. In one study, tear

secretion was significantly lower in all

patients who were taking beta-blockers.

However, this was sufficiently reduced to be

classed as "tear hyposecretion" only in the

over-50s. Notably, hyposecretion was more

common in patients of all ages taking

propranolol and tear flow was also reduced

m patients taking the cardioselective beta-

blockers atenolol and metoprolol. No similar

information has been published on timolol,

the only beta-blocker which is used topically

on the eye.

There is limited evidence that beta-

blockers with intrinsic sympathomimetic

activity (partial agaonists) have less effect on

tear secretion. Oxprenolol was found to

cause fewer complaints of dry eyes and

"foreign body" sensations than propranolol,

and acebutolol actually increased tear flow

in one study. Both studies, however,

contained design flaws — for example, a

lack of a clear drug history — which limits

the usefulness of their conclusions.

Beta blockers therefore reduce tear

secretion in most patients but this is likely to

be troublesome only in the elderly. A
remedy is not easily found: intolerable

symptoms could be resolved by changing to

an alternative drug. Mild symptoms might

respond to symptomatic treatment with

methycellulose eye drops and, although

good evidence is lacking, a trial with a

partial agonist such as oxprenolol may be
successful. Fortunately, it seems that

reduced tear secretion caused by beta-

blockers has no permanent adverse effects.

The cold war
hols up

The common cold is certainly common,
causing hundreds of thousands of lost

working days every year, but it is not cold —
it is a seasonal infection not confined to

periods of cold weather.

Apart from the economic cost of colds

they may in susceptible people such as the

very old or young, and asthmatics and

bronchitics, result in more debilitating

respiratory tract infections which may even

prove fatal. Accordingly, a considerable

effort has been mvested in research to find a

cure or effective prevention, and the agent

that has received most attention has been

interferon.

Interferon is a, protein that is secreted by

cells infected with virus and which protects

other cells from infection. Although it is

known to be effective in preventing

experimentally-induced colds, large

amounts have to be adminstered in a single

dose and until the advent of recombinant

DNA technology research was barely

practicable. Now two studies have
simultaneously reported success with

interferon as prophylaxis against colds in a

family setting rather than in the laboratory.

Members of 76 families in the USA and
in Australia applied inteferon intransally

daily for seven days when another member
of the family caught a cold. Compared with

matched control familes who were given

placebo, the treated group experienced 30

to 40 per cent fewer days with nasal or

respiratory symptoms.

Although this success rate does not seem

overwhelming, over 200 serologically

distinct viruses have been indentiiied as

causes of the cold, and these fall into six

groups. The most common of these are the

rhinoviruses, accounting for 50 per cent of

colds. In these trials, when infections due to

rhinoviruses alone were considered, the

efficacy of interferon was 76 to 86 per cent.

Influenza, para-influenza, and
coronaviruses remained stubbornly

resistant. Adverse reactions were not

serious. Nasal dryness occurred in 10 per

cent, and minor nose bleeds or bloody

mucus in 13 per cent of subjects.

Interferon is therefore effective in

preventing some colds, but what of its

future? It is undoubtedly more expensive

than the familiar symptomatic remedies we
now use. The majority of people develop

only minor colds which they treat

themselves, and most seem content with the

alternatives available. However, the potential

market for a successful formulation of

interferon must be enormous, and it is to be

hoped — for the sake of those for whom
colds are a serious business — that the

development of interferon will be rapid.

Topics in Treatment is a regular series by

Stephen Chaplin, MPS, staff pharmacist,

Regional Drug Information Unit, Wolfson

Unit of Clinical Pharmacology, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne. The articles look at current

developments in prescription medicines,

and complements the OTC Update series

by Professor Alain Li Wan Po.

A list of references used in the preparation of this article is

available from the Editor
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LETTERS

Unlicensed

oarallels
realise that the way I tackled the

unlicensed" parallel imports problem

acing our profession via the media may
lot have been appropriate at the time but I

ntend to pursue my views in Council and

isk its members to support me in taking a

nuch stronger line on the issue.

From the information available to me, it

ippears that the dispensing of unlicensed

parallel imports is on an ever increasing

cale. I genuinely believe it is damaging
ill sectors of the industry, commercially

md professionally, and that it may be only

matter of time before there is an accident

with dire consequences to patients.

A statement on the legal and ethical

aspects of the importation of medicines

was issued by the Law Department (PJ,

February 12, 1983). A Council statement

was issued in 1984 (PJ, March 10). I first

raised the issue of unlicensed medicines in

he Law Committee in October. A Council

policy was formulated in December that

the dispensing of an unlicensed medicine

would leave the pharmacist concerned
open to disciplinary action.

I wrote an open letter to pharmacists in

C&D (November 30, 1985) asking those

who purchased any imported medicine to

satisfy themselves that the importer has a

parallel import product licence PL(PI)

granted by the Department. Yet the

pharmacists who are indulging in

unlicensed medicines do not take any
notice of what has been written in the

pharmaceutical Press. Under the banner
of PL(PI), many pharmacists are carrying

on dispensing unlicensed medicines to the

detriment of the public.

Some pharmacists are under the

impression that products which have a

product licence can be dispensed against

the "branded" prescription. But this is not

true, eg Eusaprim cannot be dispensed

against branded prescriptions for Septrin

— similarly Voltarene lOOmg for Voltarol

Retard. There are other similar products

which can only be dispensed against

generic prescriptions. Therefore, any

pharmacist who dispenses a PL(PI) with a

different name against "branded

prescription" is not only in breach of the

NHS service terms but is also defrauding

the NHS in claiming more than he actually

had to pay for the product.

It is all very well to suggest that the

Government should prosecute the

importer for supplying unlicensed

medicines. But the remedy lies in our

hands. Simply do not accept any PI

medicine which does not have a product

licence number on each individual pack,

or fails to comply with a strict labelling

requirement. In this way the confidence of

the patient will not be impaired. Trade

ethically, dispense legally with confidence

and reject any "unlicensed" medicine so as

to ensure the safety of the patient.

Ashwin Tanna
London SE22

Pressure points
The news that the Government is now
planning to introduce legislation to give it

the powers to implement the new contract,

while disappointing small contractors, is

continued on p358

These days, itpays
to stockan alternative.

There is a rapidly growing interest in alternative medicines.

That's why Grangewood invest so heavily throughout the

year in national newspaper advertising, featuring all the top

selling Fleet Street newspapers and women's magazines.

Grangewood Herbal Remedies are licenced medicines

offering effective relief to a number g|
of conditions associated with

sleeplessness, tenseness, catarrh,

hayfever and six other minor

ailments.

As you can see, the range is

very crisply presented.

So offer your customers j| j|
the real alternative:

Grangewood Herbal Remedies.

GRANGEWOOD
Old-fashioned remedies, bang up-to-date.

For details contact your English Grains representative, or i all (0283 ) 22I6IK or

write In Grangewood, E G Marketing. Swains Park Industrial Estate, Park Road.

Overseal, Burton-on-frent, Staffordshire DEI2 6.IT
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not catastrophic. They have already

proved that with determination and faith in

the justice of their cause they can organise

themselves and mobilise public opinion to

bring pressure on the politicians to make
them think again. What has been achieved

once can be achieved a second time.

Whal is disturbing, however, is that the

events of the past eight months have done

nothing to modify the attitude of those

entrusted with the task of representing the

interests of chemist contractors (small as

well as large) to the Government. The
interview with Mr Sharpe that you

published last week makes it clear that he

regards some of us as expendable in the

cause of what, in his opinion, is to the

benefit of the profession as a whole. It is

just possible he may have persuaded a few

of the proposed victims that that was

justifiable if he were a man of infallible

judgment. But I cannot forget how he

admitted to an audience at the BPC last

September that his predictions about the

future of pharmacy, made in 1975, had

been well wide of the mark. He then went

on to demonstrate the use of an oxygen

concentrator in the confident belief that

pharmacists would win the contract for

their supply!

In the light of his unreliability as a

prophet I should like to point out that Mr
Sharpe himself now admits that the new
contract will only have "some effect" on
leapfrogging, and no longer claims it will

stop it altogether. Also, he consistently

fails to mention that the new package

would allow the Government to raise the

cut-off point of 16,000 scripts per annum at

any time, without further consent from, or

even consultation with the PSNC. Thus the

present cut-off point and the intended

saving of £4m pa merely establishes a

precedent for larger cuts in future.

I would, therefore, warn those

pharmacists who may be gloating over the

latest turn in events that their delight could

very quickly turn to dismay if the new
contract is ever implemented.

Alan Nathan
London N21

When is a month
not a month?
The news today, from Stuart

Pharmaceuticals, that they are catering to

popular demand by supplying 30-day

treatment packs of their Tenormin range

was so galling that I nearly blew a gasket! I

will admit that since the direction by the

Society that we should always supply

calendar packs if possible (about the most

fatuous direction that has ever come from

I on high), I have struggled to comply.
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However, since receiving one or two

comments that a customer had received 30

last time from down the road, or "it seems
strange that, while receiving 30

bendrofluazide I only received 28

Tenormin", and what did I think I was

doing?, we have been cutting up Tenormin

packs to placate the customers and
incidentally trying to save the NHS some
money. This policy was only applied to

Tenormin products, since this range was
the most often prescribed of its type, and
the one with which inconsistencies most

often occurred.

But what do we have now? The
possibility of catering for all demands and
the chance of what must amount to a once-

only opportunity to help Stuart with their

cash flow problems? I hope my fellow

pharmacists will resist the opportunity of

making a fast buck through the generous

offer of a once-only discount. What wallies

do they think we are?

Not only do we have this sort of

problem thrown into our faces (and I

believe Wellcome are to jump onto the

bandwagon with the offer of Zyloric 300mg
in a 28-day pack), but how long will it be
before all the manufacturers are offering

us these alternative packs. We also have

the problem of the current month's flavour

of Dioralyte, Fybogel and Erythroped.

What next? I can guarantee that if Asilone

tablets are ever allowed back on to the

"white list", we will have to stock all the

flavours their marketing boys dream up.

It just isn't on. I think it is high time that

the Society, the National Pharmaceutical

Association and certainly the

Pharmaceutical Services Negotiating

Committee sat up and told the clever

marketing boys that these matters have no

bearing whatsoever on the proper

ays treatment NP

" Cm 7

*

ML

o
if

No problems for Mrs Gillick with this

patient at least...

treatment of patients, and present us with

severe financial problems. Surely the time

has come for standardisation of packs to a

sensible 28-day supply.

A final footnote. On complaining to the

Lederle representative about their new
Lederfen CP pack, and the

impracticability of dispensing a pack

which instructs the patient to take one in

the morning and two at night, when the

doctor has told the patient to take only one

at night, I received the bland reply that the

marketing boys had decided the company
would be able to sell 50 per cent more!

Jeremy Billington

Stoke-on-Trent.

Pain in the....?

The altruism of Stuart Pharmaceuticals in

introducing Tenormin 30s surely deserves

a presentation of some kind from
1

pharmacists. As a keen Unichem member I

my choicf. would be Prosper code 021899

suitably inscribed.

C.R.H. Galloway
Coulsdon, Surrey

Since Mr Galloway was rather coy about

stating what item Prosper code 021899

actually applied to, C&D inquired. It's a

rectal dilator (lge) — Editor.

COMING EVENTS:
Monday, February 24

Leicestershire Branch, Pharmaceutical Society,

postgraduate medical centre, Leicester Royal Infirmary at 8pm
Mr John Harris, health education officer, Camden and Islington

on "The pharmacist as an health educator."

Swindon & District Branch, Pharmaceutical Society, Kings

Arms Hotel, Wood Street, Swindon at 8pm. Mr Silverman, vice-

president, Pharmaceutical Society will be the speaker.

Tuesday, February 25
Isle of Wight Branch, Pharmaceutical Society, postgraduate

medical centre, St Mary's Hospital, Newport at 7.30pm Dr D.W.

Hyde will be continuing the Wessex Region's education

programme "Allergy."

Sub-committee for post qualification education and
training of pharmacists. Medical Biology Centre, Lisburn

Road, Beliast at 8pm. Dr A. Judd on "Common poisonings:

recognition and treatment."

Wednesday, February 26
Chiltern Region. Pharmaceutical Society, postgraduate

medical centre, King Edward VII Hospital, Windsor at 8pm. Dr

E. Spellacy on "Drug prescribing in the elderly."

Reading & Berkshire Branch. National Pharmaceutical

Association, postgraduate centre, Royal Berkshire Hospital,

Reading at 7.30pm. Mr T.P. Astill, director, NPA on "Pharmacy
— the view from Mallinson House."

Thursday, February27

Birkenhead & Wirral, Pharmacist's Association. Wiiral

Branch, Pharmaceutical Society, Wirral postgraduate

medical centre, Clatterbridge Hospital at 8pm. Joint meeting

with Wirral dentists.

Advance information

2nd Annual Retailing Conlerence, New Piccadilly Hotel,

Piccadilly, London Wl, March 12-13, 1986 at 9am. Fees £425

plus VAT. Further information from UIR Ltd, 44 Conduit Street,

London W1R 9FB (tel: 01-434 1017).

Day School and Workshop, "Research Methods in Pharmacy
Practice," Gavin Room, Main Building, Manresa Road, London

SW3 6LX, Friday, April 4 1986 at 9.30am to 5.15pm. Fees £30

including refreshments and lunch. Further information from

Russell Greene, Chelsea Department of Pharmacy, King's

College, London, Chelsea Campus, Manresa Road, London

SW3 6LX (tel: 01-351 2488 ext 2445).

1986 Drug Law Symposium, Portman Hotel, London Wl,

Tuesday, April 8 1986. Product liability. Fees £160 exc VAT.

Further information from Jacquie Bausch or Majella Dennehy,

Legal Studies & Services Ltd, Bath House, 56 Holborn Viaduct,

London EC1A 2EX (tel: 01-236 4080).

Human Scabies Control Management Course. Brunei

University, London on April 29-30. Fees £121.06 plus £6.90

VAT. Further information from Joanna Wickenden, course

organiser, MEC London Office, London N8 (tel 01-341 5717).
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BUSINESS NEWS

USDAW say Shops Bill

could still meet defeat...
Shopworkers' union USDAW say
they are now optimistic about
winning their fight against the new
Shops Bill. The Government had its

first defeat in the Lords last week.
"We are growing in confidence by the

hour that we can pull off a 'coup d'etat' and
stop the legislation," said USDAW deputy

general secretary John Flood. Opponents
of the Bill — which legalises Sunday
trading — think the set-back will force the

Government to reassess its position before

the Bill gets its second reading in the

Commons around March 10.

Pressure on the Government from its

own back-benchers is mounting too,

according to Lord Graham. "MPs have not

received so much mail since the Abortion

Bill," he said, "and the letters are running

at a rate of 750-1 against Sunday
opening."

Last week's Lords' amendment keeps

the statutory rights of workers of all ages to

meal-times, half-holidays and the limits to

...as rebel

Tories speak out
The Government still plans to insist

that Tory MPs support the Bill

without the Lord's amendment. But
at least 50 Tory back benchers are
threatening to defy Government
whips by abstaining or voting

against the Bill.

If such a big rebellion still seems likely

when the Bill is introduced in the

Commons, Government business

managers may offer the rebels a deal,

accepting the "conscience-clause"

allowing employees to refuse Sunday
work, if the rebels support the rest of the

Bill.

One of the Tory rebels, Ivor

Stanbrook, says such a deal will not be
enough. "We do want more employee
protection but our main concern is to keep
Sunday special," he said. He will be
discussing backbench opposition tactics in

the Commons at a meeting of MPs on
Monday. One possibility is that an
amendment to safeguard the "traditional

Sunday" will be tabled during the Second
Reading debate. But many MPs feel they

have a better chance of changing the Bill

during its Committee stage when the

proposed legislation is discussed clause by
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Sunday work which the new Bill removed.

And it contradicts Government plans to

remove shopworkers' protection when it

abolishes the Wages Councils. "The

Government did not deny that what had
happened would affect the Wages Bill,"

said Mr Flood, after a Home Office

meeting last week. USDAW have been
asked to meet Employment Office

ministers about the Wages Bill.

In what the union describes as "a

peaking" of their public opposition to the

Shops Bill, they sent a giant Valentine to

Mrs Thatcher last week, asking her to

change her stance, and released

thousands of balloons all over Britain.

They are taking a petition — organised

along with the Keep Sunday Special

coalition — to Buckingham Palace on

March 10. "Although the Queen cannot

intervene on political issues we feel that

this is a social and moral matter and that as

head of the country she should know how
her people feel," said Mr Flood.

clause.

A Parliamentary motion calling for a

free vote on the Bill has attracted over 60

names. And Mr Stanbrook affirmed that

Tory rebels would defy a three-line whip.

"We are not in Parliament to obey the

Government but to represent our

constituents," he said.

The Labour Party is also opposing the

Bill. "I warn the Government that if they

persist in this dogmatic and doctrinaire

venture the Bill will face further serious

trouble and difficulty when it arrives in the

Commons," said Shadow Home Secretary

Gerald Kaufman.

The Shops Bill will complete its passage

through the House of Lords on Tuesday

when its third reading takes place. The
second reading debate in the Commons is

expected to take place before the

introduction of the Budget on March 18.

The Health and Safety Executive have
published a free leaflet for the self-

employed and small businessman on how
to comply with health and safety at work
legislation. It is available from HSE area

offices, MSC job centres, Citizens Advice
Bureau and Chambers of Commerce, and
on (0742 752539), London (01-221 0416)
and Bootle (051-951 4381). TheLawon
Health and Safety at Work, -Essential Facts
lor Small Business and the Sell-employed.
Free leaflet HSE 16.

Combe go for

own force
Combe International are setting up
their own independent sales force

and warehousing facilities.

For the past five years their products

have been sold through the Nicholas Kiwi

division of Nicholas Laboratories.

The ten-strong sales force will be

responsible for transferring orders

through wholesalers for products like

Odoreaters, Grecian 2000 and Lanacane.

They are Lloyd Marshall (Scotland); Les

Brown (Tyne tees); Kevin Rowcliffe

(Lanes/Cheshire); Clive Devine (West

Midlands); Alan Ashford (East Midlands);

John Fairful (South West); Peter Heatley

(N. London); Richard Sykes (S. London);

Phil Carey (Northern regional sales

manager), and John Cullen (sales

manager).

Blown over
Cox Pharmaceuticals say the

explosion at their Barnstaple

factory last week did very little

damage.
The ceiling of the packing department

was blown down by a shock wave from an

exploding gas cylinder. Three employees

were taken to hospital, suffering mainly

from shock, and were released soon

afterwards. Technical director Mike

Letham said; "The packing department

was sent home. The department was shut

in the afternoon (the explosion happened
at lunchtime) but there was no disruption

to supplies."

I |
Five May and Baker employees from

the Belvedere agricultural chemicals plant

were taken to hospital last Thursday after a

small chlorine gas leak. One man was

detained and the plant is closed until the

source of the leak is traced.

More sales: CBI
High Street retailers are still doing
well, says the Confederation of

British Industry.

January's CBI/FT Distributive Trades

Survey shows a balance of 45 per cent of

the 309 retail respondents reporting

higher sales than last year. Wholesalers'

sales are also growing, and the survey

predicts continued growth in February.

But after higher sales than expected in the

New Year, wholesalers are understocked.
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Make-up goes to

the supermarket
Own label products are taking an
increasing share of the cosmetics

market, accounting for some 22 per

cent of sales, says a Marketing
Strategies for Industry (MSI) report.

Companies particularly successful in

the own-label field are Boots and Marks &
Spencer, offering a wide range of

cosmetics and shade choice. The report

predicts that supermarkets, small share

will increase with the stepping up of own
label activity such as Sainsbury's 'J' brand.

Furthermore, multiple grocers are

expected to become increasingly

important as distribution outlets for other

manufacturers' brands.

Looking at today's figures,

independent chemists have a stable

position, representing a 16.6 per cent

share of the total sales by value. But Boots

is the most important retail outlet with 41

per cent of total sales.

The UK make-up market has seen very

little growth in recent years and the

current market is estimated to be 217m
units, valued at £31 lm in 1985. MSI
attribute this slow growth to the

fashionable "natural' appearance; effects

of the recession in the early '80s, not yet

fully reversed; and the concern over the

testing of cosmetics using animals.

In comparison with other European

countries, retail sales of make-up in the UK
are extremely high, says the report.

Only France has increased its sales at a

faster rate than the UK since 1980. The UK
Market lor Make-Up, January 1986 (£35),

Marketing Strategies for Industry (UK)

Ltd, 32 Mill Green Road, Mitcham, Surrey

CR4 4HY.

All being equal
The new Sex Discrimination Bill

means that small employers will

have to observe equal treatment

requirements.

The Bill — introduced into the Lords

last week — removes the part of the 1975

Sex Discrimination Act which exempted

small employers. It also repeals part of the

1961 Factory Act which stopped women
doing night work, more than a 48-hour

week, a nine-hour day or working more
than four and a half hours without a break.

USDAW and the TUC are opposing the

removal of these restrictions. They would

prefer to see the protection extended to

men.

Representatives from Irish wholesalers

Barclay of Belfast were on a fact-finding

tour to Unichem's Chessington
headquarters recently. Barclay's managing
director Denis Kerr (right) and general

manager Ken Moody had the invoicing

system explained to them by Unichem's

Ollie Sanders

Wellcome week
Wellcome shares had a successful

first week's trading on the market.

Trading opened last Friday at 160p,

giving investors a 40p premium on the sale

price, and prices were still rising as C&D
went to Press. Tuesday's Daily Mail said

this was because of speculation about an

imminent Aids cure announcement by

Wellcome but the company denies this.

After what the Financial Times

described as a "scintillating debut," City

experts think the share prices will settle

down. "Prices can't go on rising forever,"

said sponsors spokesman Robert Fleming.

Original move
Goods sold in shops will no longer

have to carry a label stating their

country of origin following an
embarrassing defeat for the

Government in the European Court

.

An order was tabled in Parliament last

week, almost unnoticed, revoking the

Trade Descriptions (Origin Marking)

(Miscellaneous Goods) Order 1981. It

comes into effect on March 8. The

European Court found that the labels were

a barrier to free trade, although the British

Government contested that they were

necessary for "consumer protection." The

European Court found that the

Government's action had not been for

consumer protection but for the protection

of British industry.

Scandinavia's largest pharmaceutical

company Astra has contributed over £lm

to the new Neuroscience Research Centre

in London. The £2. 5m development is a

joint venture between the company and

the University of London's Institute of

Neurology.

Bargain offers Bill

set for '87

The Government's proposed
legislation on misleading
information on bargain offers will

not be introduced until next year,

according to Whitehall sources.

The change will be part of a new
Consumer Safety of Goods and Services

Bill, to be introduced in the next session of

Parliament, becoming law by the Summer
of 1987.

Michael Howard, Minister for

Consumer and Corporate Affairs, told

MPs last week that the proposed legislation

would include provisions for a general

prohibition on misleading price

indications. The relevant supporting detail

would be provided in a statutory code of

practice, he said in reply to a written

question by Sir lohn Page, Tory MP for

Harrow West.

A Department of Trade official said the

fact that consultations with interested

parties were underway on the code of

practice "illustrates the Government's

intention to introduce legislation as soon as

possible."

Scandal shakes
Swedish deal
The planned deal between Swedish
companies Fermenta and Volvo is

in doubt, after Fermenta's majority

owner. Refaat El-Sayed. admitted

to lying about his academic
qualifications.

The £367m agreement was to have

involved Fermenta taking stakes in

Sonessons and Pharmacia, with Volvo

holding 20 per cent of the group and

board representation (see C&D, lanuary

18, pl09). Volvo were said to like Mr El-

Sayed's "entrepreneurial flair" — he has

pulled Fermenta sales up from 84m
Swedish Kroner in 1981 to SKr 1.4bn last

year, and was named Sweden's man of the

year. But the head of Uppsala's

Environment Centre last week revealed

that Mr El-Sayed's claims to a doctorate in

microbiology were false. After admitting

he had lied to investors Mr El-Sayed left

the post of managing director, becoming

instead the full-time deputy chairman of

Fermenta's board.

But there was still some doubt as C&D
went to press about the company's

proposed deal with Volvo.
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>ost to

Classified Advertisements,

Chemist & Druggist,

Jenn Publications,

Jovereign Way, Tonbridge,

Cent TN9 1RW.
telephone Tonbridge (0732)

64422. Telex 95132.

ling Hazel Barry ext 210

or further information

iCLASSIFIE
Publication date

Every Saturday

Headings
All advertisements appear

under appropriate headings.

Copy date 4pm Tuesday prior

to publication date.

Cancellation deadline

5pm Monday prior to

publication date.

Appointments

Display/Semi Display

£13.40 per single column
centimetre, min 30mm.
Column width 42mm.
Whole Page £1200.00

(260mm x 180mm)
Half Page £650.00

(125mm x 180mm)
Quarter Page £345.00

(125mm x 88mm)

Agents

Box Numbers £3.00 extra

Available on request.

All rates subject to

standard VAT.

REGIONAL
SALES MANAGER
SOUTH EAST ENGLAND

TOILETRIES AND HEALTH CARE
c.£l 5,000, Company Car and Expenses

The company is a long established

subsidiary of a U.S. Corporation.

Candidates will already be

successful managers or sales trainers

with ambition to establish

themselves in the

chemist/sundries/dept. store fields.

Please write for an interview to: —

MR. J.B. GLASSON, DIRECTOR OF SALES,

CARTER-WALLACE LTD., WEAR BAY
ROAD, FOLKESTONE, KENT CT19 6PG.

DISPENSER
This is a full time vacancy (39 hours) for a

qualified Dispenser to work in a pharmacy in

Uxbridge.

Please phone Uxbridge (0895) 33326.

COSMETIC BAG
AND TOILET
HOLDALL

MANUFACTURER

We are seeking agents for selected

geographical areas to sell our

extensive range of bags, all of which

are manufactured in our Scottish

factory.

Applicants MUST have current

connections with Chemists, Stores

and other relevant outlets.

Please contact:

DAVID SHARPE,
COSMOPOLITAN COSMETIC
DESIGNS LTD.,

4 DOLLIS PARK, LONDON N3 1 HG.
Telephone: 01-349 1081

Professional Prescription

Computer Labelling

Simply the best
The Park range of Computer Labelling Systems - simply the best

Prove it for yourself with a 14 day Free trial.

SYSTEMS FROM £650 TO THE NEW DISK-BASED SYSTEM 800 AT £1205. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND INCLUDE A 10% NPA REBATE

Contact Oamd Coleman
Mike Sprince MPS
Park Systems Ltd.

41-43 Parliament Street,

I iveipool IS SRN
/ c/ (15 1-71 IS SSI II)

hk\ 628t>22

Singapore Agent'.

Summit Co.
Ruby Industrial Estate.

Singapore 1334
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Stock for Sale

Phone our Northern Branch Number 061 833 9592

Phone our Southern Branch Number 0903 213303

EUROPHARM'S
FEBRUARY BONANZA
SAVE ££££££

WE HELP TO MAKE BRITAIN WELL.

Aldomet 500mgPL/PINO. 6792/0026
Less 46%

Prothiaden 75mgPL/PINO. 6792/0010
Less 34%

EsbatalPL/PINO. 6792/0002
Less 60%

Send or ring for our full list of Licenced PL/Pi's.

Also available — Special offers on UK products:

Spironolactone£9.00 per 100

Distalgesic£1.35 per 100

WE WILL BE AT BRITCHEM 86
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Professional Prescription

Computer Labelling

Here is the News. .

.

If they say theirs is 'best' *

Just give it a test

You'll find it quite simply inferior

Our system's renowned

As the best one around

That's why it's the

clear market leader .

.

* Beware of misleading claims in advertisements.

.Try out several systems before making a decision.

John Richardson (ompulen Ltd
fBEEPOIf Preston PBf MM Tel. OII1 91)16)

Price Labels

WE SELL FOR LESS!!
and offer

A FREE BOX OF LABELS
when you place an order.

They could cost less than £22
per' box.

Try me for value — I will not be
undersold - GUARANTEED
QUALITY
Servicing and repairs available.

Contact: Low Price Label Co.,

FREEPOST, 88 Southbourne
Grove, Westcliff-on-Sea,

Essex SSO 3BR.
Telephone: 0702-333761
(anytime)

Shopfitting

Labels

LABELS-
The leading

<jua//rysupplier in the UK for

Computer or Typewriter -

every system catered for.

TOP QUALITY
SI I I ADHl S1VI

LABELS
(Foi computet 01 typewrite! use)

ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY
,CALlAMA

T, 051-708 8800
41-43 Parliament St

ring now for prices

LEEDS (0532) 752653
24 hour answering service

Pharmaceutical Packaging Leeds

P0 Box 140 6 Kirkstall Hill Leeds LS1 1 QE

Stock Wanted

Management
Systems

ELECTRONIC
POINT OF SALE
REDUCES OTC STOCK
INCREASES OTC SALES
RAISES OTC PROFIT
CONTROLS BRANCHES

For more information,
demonstration, or a visit to one of

our existing system users
telephone, Colin Bell, 042 128 3077
or Harry Bhamrah on 01-429 3459.

FAIRSCAN LTD., EMERY DOWN,
LYNDHURST, HANTS.

Over five years experience in

pharmacy systems.

Illllllll

TABLET

COUNTERS
WANTED.

Any

condition.

Please ring:

0254-52664

Businesses Wanted

DRUGSTORES WANTED
Substantial party wish to acquire large or small drugstores

anywhere within a 50 mile radius of London. Quick cash

completion. Strict confidence.

Please telephone: Mrs. Nash.

(0732) 450859 office

(0732) 459798
evenings/weekends

To advertise in

this space ring

Hazel Barry on

0732 364422

Ext 210

LEXDRUM
0626834077

WE PROVIDE A PROFESSIONAL
SHOPFITTING SERVICE FOR THE

RETAIL PHARMACY

LEXDRUM STOREFITTERS
Chappie Rd, Bovey Tracey, Devon.

i 0626834077
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PEOPLE

Chemist calls for

additives list

The solo campaign by a Scottish

pharmacist to compile a list of the

additives in medicines which may
cause allergy in susceptible

children has received an added
boost with her appearance on BBC's

"Breakfast Time" programme.
Mrs Anne Mackie, a pharmacist from

Hawick, was interviewed on February 13

and the response was so great that a follow-

up was shown the next day. Since then

10,000 letters have been received at the

BBC.
Mrs Mackie first became involved in

1982 when her two year old son, Richard,

became violent and hyperactive. He was

allergic to tartrazine in the antibiotics he

was receiving for a chronic chest

infection. On a tartrazine free diet his

Mrs Anne Machine with children (1 to r)

Richard (who is allergic to colourants).

Aaron and Sandy Anne

behaviour returned to normal and the

infection cleared up.

Mrs Mackie joined the Hyperactive

Childrens Support Group, which is

concerned about the effect of additives on

children. They have supported her efforts

to draw up a list. She wrote to companies

asking for information but says they are

"extremely reticent." "Manufacturers just

will not recognise the problem and claim it

affects only 1 in 10,000 children. Our
figures suggest it is nearer 1 in 200," she

says.

But Mrs Mackie hopes her efforts are

having some effect, as products such as

Phenergan, Vallergan and Ventolin have

had tartrazine removed.

A spokesman for the ABPI said that

colouring and flavourings in medicines

had an important role in patient

compliance and were beneficial to many
people. But they had recommended that

information should be released to doctors

on a named patient basis only.
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Taking with them a combined 56 years in

the Haworth pharmacy, Bernard Taylor,

MPS, and Adele Markham, dispensing

technican, retired from the Mill Hey shop

at the beginning of the month. Both Mr
Taylor's father and grandfather were

pharmacists and he moved to Haworth

from the family business in Barrow-in-

Fumess 27 years ago.

Golf quest
Unichem have started looking for

the pharmacist golfer of 1986.

The competition — jointly sponsored

by Unichem and Colgate-Palmolive — is

open to all registered pharmacists.

Entry forms are being circulated and

pharmacists should contact Unichem's

marketing director Bill Hart at

Chessington (01-391 2323) for more
details.

Dorset LPC man
retires

In the last few weeks pharmacists in

Norfolk,, Liverpool. Sussex.

Sheffield. Jersey, and Bedford have

been interviewed or taken part in

short phone-ins.

The new awareness among radio

stations to pharmacists is due, in part, to

the publicity surrounding the launch of

"Health Care in the High Street" and the

NPA's initiative in alerting local radio

managers to pharmacy spokesmen.

Pharmacist Mr Kenneth Seal was

invited to talk on slimming on Radio

Sheffield and John Kirby, MPS, took part

in a phone-in on Radio Bedford.
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Guernsey pharmacist Barrie Paige

believes his innovative window display has

led to an increase in the number of

customers coming into his shop asking for

advice. It features NPA advertising

material incorporated into the pharmacy
"green cross" together with

pharmaceutical textbooks

Dorset Local Pharmaceutical
Committee are looking for a new
secretary. The present holder, Mr
James Skipp. is retiring after 21

years.

Mr Skipp says that having reached the

age of 70 in 1985, he feels it is time a

younger man took over. He describes the

job as "...not demanding, activity

somewhat spasmodic, and easily

performed from home," and says it would

suit a pharmacist contemplating

retirement to Dorset.

"Pharmacists must be concerned with

the way the profession is going. This is an

opportunity to influence matters to some
degree," he says. Anyone who wants to find

out more about the secretary's duties

should contact Mr Skipp at "Four Winds,"

Broadmayne, Dorchester, Dorset (tel: 0305

852444).

Cyril Ashley, chairman of L'Oreal,

received an OBE at a Buckingham Palace

investiture last week. Mr Ashley's wife

Beryl and son Michael accompanied him

to the Palace

On the line



Manufacturing & Distributing Services

ParacetamolPARACETAMOL TABLETS
IN BULK, BLISTER PACKS, BOTTLES OR STRIP

CONSUL

T

THE WALLIS LABORATORY LTD
11 CAMFORD WAY, SUNDON PARK

LUTON LU3 3AN
Tel 0582 584884

Telex 825335 WALLAB G

EUROPE'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF

PARACETAMOL TABLETS BP

"DORMEL" MINIATURE FEEDER
from John Dowell & Sons Ltd of Saffron Waldon

Suppliers of the "Dormel" Infant Miniature Feeder & Spare Latex Teats for

well over 50 years — obtainable from the majority of Chemist Wholesalers

Orders (wholesale only) and enquiries to

John Dowell & Sons Ltd, c/o R. Higgs, 264 St Barnabas Road,

Woodford Green, Essex IG8 7DP. Phone: 01-504 8718.

PLASTIC PRODUCTS

BABY PANTS
TODDLER PANTS

INCONTINENCE PANTS
MATTRESS SHEETS

COT SHEETS

etc., etc.

HENLEYS
OF HORNSEY

LTD.

London N8 ODL
Tel: 01-889 3151/6

Focus Solutions

Suppliers & Wholesalers of

Contact Lens Solutions

and Accessories

Abatron, Alcon, Allergan,

Barnes Hind, Bausch &
Lomb, British American
Optical, Calotherm,
Contactasol, CooperVision,

Hydron, Kelvin, Sauflon,

Smith & Nephew, Titmus.

Telephone: Lynn Ashburner

at Berkhamsted (04427) 74326

for details.

Focus Contact Lenses
Northbridge Road, Berkhamsted,

Herts, HP4 1EH.

THREEPROVENSALES WINNERS
T0RBET0L* Acne Solution: a non-keratolytic. bactericidal solution

for spots, pimples, and acne. Promotes rapid healing by destroying
pimple-producing bacteria, so reducing inflammation and clearing blocked
po res

. A vailable in 30ml bo ttles

.

T0RBET0L* Shampoo: the medicated treatment tor all forms of dan-
druff, scientifically tormulated, containing two highly effective germicides
to leave hair clinically clean and dandruff-free Available in 65ml bottles.

CALSALETTES* Tablets: a natural laxative containing the pure
vegetable extract Aloin Excellent as a long-term laxative in the treatment of

chronic constipation, and just as effective in short-term use.

These products available from your local WHOLESALER —
andpromoted direct to your customers.

I lA ' urme < information is available from

^0 Torbet Laboratories Ltd
' Trademark

Aspirin & Soluble Aspirin Tablets.

Blister packed or bulk.

Own label if required.

Competitive price, unbeatable service

MOLEHAVEN

ring us now on 01 965 6551

Molehaven Ltd, 703 Tudor Estate

Abbey Road, London NW10 7UW

Apeils-Urndasch
- specialist systems for

specialist applications.

Apeils and Urndasch
together create shopfitting

V styles to stimulate sales - to

your advantage.

designed to sell

Apeils-Umdasch
- sturdy, standard structures with
subtle variations in shape, colour
and finish.

Apeils-Umdasch
- is a modular system of

silent salesmen - spacious display
storage which pleases the eye and
beckons the buyers.

Apeils-Umdasch
- together, a splendid
shopfitting combination -

and one that works.

Apeils-Umdasch build sales.

Apeils Systems Limited,
Unit P, Kingsway Trading Estate,
Kingsway, Luton,

Bedfordshire LU1 1LP.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 4571 1 1

.

The Right Choice at the Right Price

Shopfitting

The

Complete

System

Whatever your shopfitting requirements
ZAF have the answers...

* Quality Equipment
* Quality Design
* Quality Service

Full range of Dispensary fittings

' 'FREE" 'QUOTATIONS

NATIONAL NETWORK OF LOCAL CONSULTANTS

NATIONAL INSTALLATION SERVICE

EXCELLENT FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE

N P A and Numark APPROVED

for the

Progressive

Pharmacist
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Less pcu*vp*ii

(Serono)
Specialists in Fertility

Serono Laboratories (UK) Ltd.,

2 Tewin Court, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire AL7 1AU. Telephone: Welwyn Garden (0707)3 3 1972


